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Abstract 
The trend that more and more recently graduated (business) students are having trouble 
entering the Swedish labor market, and the fact that many of Sweden’s small firms are 
perfect absorbers of labor − putting aside the larger firms − how well do these two 
supply and demand sides match. The recurring theme of this thesis was to analyze the 
perceptions that small firm managers in Jönköping area, in the business-related sectors, 
had of business graduates and business graduate skills and competences. It was the 
skills approach that was the main focus of this thesis. Here we restrict ourselves to the 
small firms that employ less than fifty people and more than ten.  

To supplement the reflections of small firm managers on graduates, soon-to-become 
business graduates in Jönköping area (undergraduates or postgraduates) were asked for 
their own opinion on small firm recruitment possibilities, and which ‘basket of skills’ 
they acquired and thus found to be important for small business firms. It is because of 
these two complementing perceptions that the authors had a chance to underline inter-
esting graduate recruitment results, and perception on skills gaps.  

The research design was of mostly qualitative nature coupled with additional integrated 
quantitative data serving as a supplement to the former. The empirical work was con-
ducted through four interviews with small businesses and three focus groups with gra-
duates. Two of the companies had a basic aversion towards employing graduates, while 
one was indifferent and another welcomed graduates into the company. Graduates were 
seen as a ‘fresh applicant’, with new ideas and good social competence. However, lack 
of work experience and practicality, risks of hiring and over qualification brings the 
employability down.  

The authors cannot identify a clear indication of a skills gap or skills match, but when 
taking into account the categorization of skills between practical and non-practical ones, 
there is a very positive skills match between graduates and small firms. In this way rec-
ommendation for designing educational business programs on the basis of practical 
skills seems to be appropriate for having business students well equipped for the small 
business labor market. In addition to that, other interesting results point out to that the 
skills preferences/demand by small firms varies when taking into account whether they 
recruit graduates to specific job posts or just for general work.  
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1 Introduction 

This chapter gives a background to the problem and explains why it is of research in-
terest. It includes the purpose and the research questions of this thesis and important 
definitions and concepts.   

1.1 Background 

In general, Sweden has an increasing amount of graduating students with a higher edu-
cation degree. Their number has increased tremendously so as to prompting talks about 
a ‘university graduate crisis’ in Sweden, where unemployment of graduates is very high. 
The Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations (SACO) recognizes that over 
the period 1994-2005 there has been a 100% surge in open unemployed individuals with 
at least 2 years of higher education degree (Ekström, 2005).  We can substantiate that 
higher education in Sweden and Jönköping has seen a dramatic expansion during the 
last fifteen years, whereby it has only now over the last 2 years slightly lost its momen-
tum (SCB, 2005; Ekonomifakta, 2006b). Furthermore, since 1995 more students have 
been enrolling to higher education thus leaving these graduates’ years later in a position 
where securing jobs in the labor markets was a necessity (SCB, 2005). As a conse-
quence, today there is a lot of talk in the media about qualified graduates having a diffi-
cult time finding work (Sweden National Television, 2007). 

The Association of Graduate Recruiters (AGR), an independent organization assisting 
firms in graduate recruitment in the UK, states that more graduates are entering the sec-
tor of small and medium sized firms (SMEs) (AGR, 1995). Thus, there is a need for 
finding employment for this young and educated group. However, graduates tend to 
search for jobs in large companies and regard smaller firms only as a second option 
(Ahmadi & Helms, 1997; Moy & Lee, 2002). This stems from the fact that graduates, 
especially from business schools, mostly have skills and knowledge suitable for work-
ing in large firms as their programs have been designed in this way (Ahmadi & Helms, 
1997). For example, learned techniques (managerial abilities) and problem solving is of-
ten more applicable in the multi-functional and hierarchical setting of a large firm than 
in the ad hoc situation of a micro firm (Ahmadi & Helms, 1997).  Furthermore, business 
graduates also consider SMEs to be less attractive in terms of remuneration possibilities 
and career opportunities (Moy & Lee, 2002). Yet, there is clear evidence that graduates 
tend to miss out on the small firms and have strong preference for larger firms (Owen & 
Williams, 1997; McLarty, 2000, 2005; Holden & Jameson, 2002; Mannienen & Ho-
brough, 2000; Stewart & Knowles, 2000a). Due to this their is skewed preference in the 
direction of seeking employment in large firms rather than smaller businesses. This has 
traditionally been the case, however, changes need to be made in light of the shift in im-
portance of small firms vis-à-vis larger and/or public firms. 

However, SMEs as high employment rate absorbers serve as growing firms with inter-
esting futures for graduate advancement but at the same time graduates are not well in-
formed of SMEs job opportunities and different recruiting and selection proce-
dures/strategies (Ahmadi & Helms, 1997). Graduates do need to be better informed 
about the small firm labor market and how they can tap into its needs. Due to the im-
pressive performance by small firms in Sweden (Ekonomifakta, 2006) as well as in the 
whole of Europe contributing to economic output and employment (EC, 2007), and in 
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realization that there are many underutilized graduates within the small firm labor mar-
ket (Holden & Jameson, 2002) as well as many more recent graduates appearing from 
higher education; the authors believe this research to be all-important. We cannot deny 
the positive impact small firms make on Europe’s and Sweden’s economic vitality (EC, 
2007).   

One mainstream research method for analyzing or bridging graduates and small firms in 
terms of recruitment opportunities is by inducing a ‘skills agenda’ or analysis. The skills 
discussion is very broad, vague and rather open. However, skills should be assumed in 
terms of links between business graduates skills on offer and managerial expectation of 
skills. A great deal of the research on graduate recruitment and skills discussion has 
been focused in the UK (AGR, 1995; Owen & Williams, 1997; McLarty, 2000, 2005; 
Holden & Jameson, 2002; Mannienen & Hobrough, 2000; Stewart & Knowles, 2000a; 
Pittway & Thedham, 2003), however, a small amount of recurring research from North 
America (Krahn and Bowlby, 2000; Ahmadi & Helms, 1997) and Asia (Moy & Lee, 
2002) is used to bring as much room for diverse thoughts on the topic.  

Data and research coming from Sweden on similar figures and facts is lacking here, 
however, there are indications that a similar trend is being observed, although in the 
larger firm size band, namely in large firms (Ekström, 2005).  AGR (1995) states that 
nearly half of firm employers are having trouble finding graduates with ‘fitting’ skills.  
Room for improvement and effectualization between the ‘fresh brains’ leaving universi-
ties and consequently entering or attempting to enter the immense SME labor market 
(comprising of almost all of the firms in Sweden) need to be reconsidered.  

Let us remind ourselves that in line with the steady higher education expansions and a 
good amount of graduates having less than favorable conditions for employment, small 
firms in Sweden look like the perfect match – producing substantial economic output 
and creating employment.  

A statistic from the UK shows that firms below 50 employees employ approximately 15 
% of the UK population (Owen & Williams, 1997), in Sweden this statistic is double 
that (Ekonomifakta, 2006a). Owen and Williams (1997) during their telephone inter-
view sample of 1033 SMEs find that 40% of them are firms form the size band 10-49 
employees (which by definition as coined as small firms – cf. SMEs which encapsulates 
micro and medium as well as small firms).  A trend of having increased employment in 
small firms (i.e. 10-49 employees) and lower in larger firms has been witnessed all over 
Europe, and the dramatic drop is supported by the reduction in manufacturing sector 
firms and the public sector (Owen & Williams, 1997). The trends of unemployment 
amongst graduates have not only touched the UK graduate labor market, but it is a re-
curring theme in the political, economic and educational spheres in Sweden. Remedies 
to the problem have not been given much discussion in the context of the skills ap-
proach in Sweden, and this is a perfect opportunity to fill and explore this research ‘gap’ 
in a country that dedicates so much attention to the labor market deficiencies.  

1.2 Problem 

The thesis makes a indication to the trends mentioned above considering both business 
undergraduates preparation for entrance to the labor market and the skills they occupy, 
but as well as for small firms reflection on recruitment  process and skills expectations. 
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It will seek to explore the skills gap that may or may not exist between small firms’ per-
ceptions and the graduate perceptions. 

The main assumption we put forward are: 

1) There are not enough of business graduates in small firms as opposed to larger 

firms; 

2) The compatibility question of graduates skills and small business skills expecta-

tions; 

The problem we want to investigate is indeed very relevant for both business graduates 
and small businesses. Graduates seek employment and are limited to mainly larger 
firms, while small firms seek to fulfill their business needs with new knowledge and 
skills and growth forecasts. Can the skills provided by graduates meet small firms’ ex-
pectations for their growth? The authors recognize the increasing number of unem-
ployed graduates in Sweden as a real problem and see recruitment of graduates by 
SMEs, and especially small firms, as an alternative opportunity (Ekström, 2005).  

In addition, limited or no specific research has been done in the recruitment of graduates 
by SMEs and small firms. SMEs represent more or less 98% of all firms in all EU 
member states and they create the lions share of employment, however, their recruit-
ment rates of graduates are negligible. Graduates and their higher education background 
have not prepared them well for the SME employment market unlike that for the larger 
firms (Ahmadi & Helms, 1997). It is questionable if there exist or does not exist a gap 
between the perceptions and needs of SMEs and small firms and what graduates have to 
offer in terms of their skills and competencies. Through this, we can try to see if gra-
duates can possibly fit in this small firm business environment. As a result, when look-
ing at graduates we want to assess the provision of their specific skills and whether they 
meet the demands of small firms. The complete picture can best be looked through the 
perspectives of both smaill firms and business graduates. 

In addition, analyzing the skills gap/match that may exists between small business firms 
and business graduates (their labor market) is key to this paper. Based on the evidence 
provided in the UK stressing the significance of relevant  graduate skills due to the hy-
pothesis that: graduates employment in SMEs was few, graduate skills can potentially 
assist SME growth,  and that graduate skills are not fully appreciated in the SME dy-
namic and thriving setting (Pittaway & Thedham, 2003). The authors are curious 
whether small firm are foregoing missed opportunities on the basis of the skills 
attributes business graduates leave their education with.  

As it will be seen this thesis deals with two sides of the employment relationships, the 
business graduates and the small firms in the business sector. However, based on the re-
sults recommendations for policy amendments for higher education may be suggested 
as a result. 

1.3 Purpose 

To assess four of Jönköping’s small business firms’ (10-49 employees) and business 
graduates perceptions of recruitment practices and skills requirements/expectations in 
order to instigate if there exist a skills gap or a skills match. 
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1.4 Definitions 

Here we present the most important definitions and concepts that need to be presented, 
to avoid confusion, before we commence with the frame of reference section. 

Small and medium sized firm (SMEs) and Small firms 

The EU definition of SME includes those businesses that employ up to 250 people, 
viewed in light of the US definition of 500 employees (EC, 2006). The SME definition 
can be further divide into three size bands, namely: micro business (0-9), small business 
(10-49), and medium-sized business (50-249). Table 1-1 below shows the three catego-
ries of SMEs: micro, small and medium. 

As a result of our knowledge gained from our previous research on SMEs (bachelor the-
sis on CSR in SMEs) we have contested that fact that firms ranging from 50-249 em-
ployees have a tendency to behave more like larger firms, whereby their finances are 
usually adequate or very healthy (see Table confirming the turnover and balance sheet 
totals); where thei r strategic investments are that similar to larger firms; and to some 
extent even their recruiting strategies as well as skills criteria can be largely reflective, 
although on smaller basis, that of larger firms. It is due to this that we have chosen to 
narrow down our SME research to, as the EU definition document defines, firms that 
are small i.e. below 50 and above 10 employees respectively (see Table 1-1). 

For this thesis we will only consider the small firm size band (i.e. 10-49 employees). 
Please note that most of the research in this field does not discriminates between the dif-
ferent size bands but treats them as one, with the exception to Owen and Williams 
(1997), where the size bands are treated separately.  

Table 1-1 Different size-bands of SMEs. The European figures are very similar to the Swedish ones. 
Source: EC (2006) 

 

Firm category 

 

Number  of em-
ployees 

 

Turnover 

 

Balance  Sheet to-
tal 

 

Share of firm 

 

Medium 

 

<250 

 

≤ € 50 million 

 

≤ € 43 million 

 

0.8% (50-249) 

 

Small 

 

<50 

 

≤ € 10 million 

 

≤ € 10 million 

 

4.7% (10-49) 

 

Micro 

 

<10 

 

≤ € 2 million 

 

≤ € 2 million 

 

94.3% 

 

Graduates 

For our particular purpose there persisted a definitional dilemma as to the precise mean-
ing of ‘graduates’. In accordance with similar research (e.g. McLarty, 2000) and consi-
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dering the context of our research business graduates were chosen and defined as stu-
dents: 

� that are about to graduate (final year business students; undergraduates); 

� postgraduates (undertaking a higher degree in business related programs); 

� graduates awaiting their graduation business diploma; 

All of the chosen graduates were members of the business faculty at Jönköping Univer-
sity. On a general note, due to the young age of the graduates, work experience especial-
ly in small firms, was assumed to be small if not non-existent. 

Recruitment, qualifications and skills  

Recruitment here actually refers to business graduate recruitment, indicating the em-
ployment opportunities for business graduates to start work right after, or just before the 
completion of their higher education studies. Recruitment has been traditionally treated 
as a uncompromising formal set of strategies usually done by human resource depart-
ments in large firms (Moy & Lee, 2002). However, in the setting of a small firm, their 
recruiting practices, including graduate recruitment, are much more informal and un-
structured in the sense that e.g. newspaper ads, personal contact etc. are the predominant 
means to recruitment (Owen & Williams, 1997). 

Once the recruitment period takes place, the next step that follows is the selection 
process whereby qualifications are evaluated. This is where everything starts to depend 
on the factors graduates offer and businesses demand. Qualifications are best defined as: 
the requirements of a certain class of work tasks’ or skills needed for a job (McLarty, 
2000, p. 9). Qualifications are too general to be analyzed per se, that is why it is crucial 
to break down these into skills and competences.   

Skills are the capabilities demanded by firms and those presented by graduates and they 
too can be further divided into personal and business skills, and practical skills and non-
practical skills (McLarty, 2005). The term ‘skills’ incorporates the concept of compe-
tence which serves to describe something that is done well.  

1.5 Delimitations 

We will restrict ourselves to the small firms (more than 10 fewer than 50 employees) in 
the Jönköping municipality that have their business in either of the following sectors: 
consulting, marketing, business service or accounting (i.e. business related fields). This 
is in order to focus on the business graduates that these small businesses might most 
likely have use of. 

1.6 Research Questions 

� What is the general perception of small firms and business graduates of the re-
cruitment possibilities? 

� What skills (competences) do small firms seek from business graduates?    
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� What skills (competences) do business graduates believe to be the most valuable 
for the recruitment and selection procedure in small firms? 

� How do business graduate skills’ perceptions correspond to small firms crite-
ria/expectations – is there a ‘skills gap’? 

The questions are referred to by comparing the results of our primary research carried 
out with small business firms (interviews) and those reflections gathered from our busi-
ness graduates focus groups. 

 

2 Frame of Reference 

This chapter commences with giving a background to the relevant literature, small firm 
data in Sweden and employment rates of graduates. The investigation continues to out-
line the recruitment practices of small firms consequently moving on to the focal point 
of the frame of references, namely the ‘skills approach’. This structural perspective in-
tends at looking at the key attributes of graduates and thus presenting different skills 
classifications. The chapter continues by confronting the inherent problems and criti-
cism aimed at the chosen approach, and providing comparable and non-comparable 
previous research from the UK. A finishing debate on the (non)existence of a skills gap, 
a look from the graduate perspective and previous research suggestions for improving 
graduate recruitment is provided.   

The large bulk of literature and data on graduate skills and recruitment in SMEs discus-
sion comes from the academic and higher education policy research that has been de-
veloped and prepared in the UK since the late 1980s (Owen & Williams, 1997; McLar-
ty, 2000, 2005; Holden & Jameson, 2002; Mannienen & Hobrough, 2000; Stewart & 
Knowles, 2000a; Pittway & Thedham, 2003). Here the center of focus was put on find-
ing ways to better equip academic institutions with a stronger base of skills. The re-
search developed later on to include ways of improving the business life (performance 
and profitability) in the UK through fine tuning skills in academic institutions so they 
are more suited for businesses and testing this through companies initiatives of recruit-
ment. However, few SMEs participated, and it emerged that there were concerns for 
SME and graduate skills matching, pertaining to a debate about whether there is a skills 
gap or not (McLarty, 2005).  

Before we engage in a theoretical discussion we will assume that there is a low degree 
of graduates employed in SMEs, or those that run SMEs in Sweden. This argument can 
be supported by many initiatives taken up by universities and even governmental bodies 
to include graduates in starting up firms or getting employed in small firms in order to 
spurring SME and small firm growth in Sweden (sources can be found on many Swe-
dish university webportals where talk on spurring entrepreneurial start-ups by students 
and graduate small firm employment are frequent). 

Almost non-existent research in Sweden 

Research that acknowledges small firm recruitment possibilities with recent graduates is 
practically non-existent in Sweden. The only trace of anything that can resemble this re-
search topic in Sweden, mentioned in the background section, was found in a local quar-
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terly newsletter expressing concern for graduates in the vicinity having trouble getting 
employed, and saw to match them with the local small businesses (Näringsnytt, 2006). 
The Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations (SACO) recognizes that Swe-
den can learn from neighboring Denmark by providing support to managers of small 
business who employ graduates (Ekström, 2005). We believe Sweden can learn even 
more from the driving research in the UK (which is used to support our research), and 
therefore guide its research in this field. However, other significant studies of similar re-
semblance were focused surveying larger employer (Swedish National Television, 
2007). 

Just to give some insight into the lack of directions on small firm graduate employment: 
A recent study in Sweden conducted by Research International (international research 
and consulting organization), surveying more than 200 top managers in relatively large 
firms, indicated that more than 80% of the respondents levied prior job experience and 
prior skills gained in varied workforce activity as more important than previous higher 
education credentials and university education or course points (Swedish National Tele-
vision, 2007). Sixty percent of the respondents, furthermore, reported that having a ba-
sic job experience holds more ground over an extra university semester spent on a social 
science courses (Swedish National Television, 2007). An additional survey was con-
ducted with 16-24 year olds, where 90% of them claimed that lack of work experience 
hindered them from getting employed. According to Statistics Sweden in February 2007 
were 12.2% of 16-24 year olds unemployed (Swedish National Television, 2007). Al-
though this age group does not necessarily match our business graduate group it pro-
vides few of the useful insights.    

2.1 The Swedish Economy and Small Firms 

SMEs make up more or less 98% of all companies in Sweden, and are the sponsors of 
the economy in Europe and Sweden. Their impact on the economy is tremendous consi-
dering their overall economic contribution. In Sweden SMEs have 57% of all turnover, 
and have 66% of all investments (EU Upplysningen, 2006). The employment rate of 
these firms could not be stressed more, since they cover more than 60% of the employ-
ment market in Sweden and their rise in numbers is rapid (Halvarsson & Larsson, 
2004).  

Small firms (10-49 employees) in Sweden represent around 8% of total population and 
employ around 700,000 people (Ekonomifakta, 2006a). There is obviously great poten-
tial for employment, but also in their generic ways that they deal with their business ac-
tivities and alternative recruitment policies and different skills they might be looking for 
(more will be discussed on this). In Jönköping almost 20% of all firms are small busi-
nesses (Ekonomifakta, 2006b) which is pretty much the same statistic as in the EU, stat-
ing that 21% of private sectors businesses are actually small firms (EC, 2007). Ekono-
mifakta (2006a) affirms that in 2006 only 1% of all firms in Sweden had more than 50 
employees. And there is evidence that every year since 2005 more genuine startups of 
micro firms are being generated, eventually leading some of them to become small 
firms in the coming years (Ekonomifakta, 2006a). 

McLarty (2005) stresses that in the UK small firms are having trouble with finding the 
right people with the right skills for the dynamic and versatile kind of work they are 
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looking for, and this is due partly due to the deficiencies (or informalities) in their re-
cruitment policies. 

The negative aspect relating small firms and graduates is that SMEs, including solely 
small firms, despite their good reputation for being the compelling economic drive of 
many countries and regardless of being ubiquitously present in the economy there is 
hint to that they tend to be overlooked by graduates and labeled usually as a last resort 
(Moy & Lee, 2002). For those graduates that seek a career path they usually tend to seek 
employment with multinational or larger firms rather than small firms, probably because 
they target students directly.   

2.2 Graduate Labor Market 

Unemployment of graduates has been an issue of debate for recent years in Sweden (as 
well as in the UK), and the high percentage of graduates being unemployed right after 
graduation is a serious threat to draining the highly educated individual’s knowledge, 
automatically making this group under-utilized or employed in jobs under their full po-
tential (Ekström, 2005; McLarty, 2000). Policy makers, both educational and govern-
mental and economic, have not paid enough attention to remedies or strategies that can 
transfer graduates and their portfolio of skills smoothly from their higher education in-
stitutions to their skill equivalent jobs. Little attention has been given to actually solving 
two of the main problems Sweden faces now, namely the high degree of graduate un-
employment, and SMEs improvement in growth and profitability. 

Also, a trend that has followed through since the 1990s, both in Sweden and the rest of 
Europe, has been the shift in the sector of employment, whereby jobs in the production 
industries have seen a regular diminishing in employment, while the service sectors 
have received most of the new employment opportunities (McLarty, 2005).  

Every year a bit more than 300, 000 people in Sweden become students and every year 
about 50,000 – 70, 000 graduate (SCB, 2005).  Over the past two decades there has been 
an increase in both new students in higher education as well as graduates, and the trend 
seems to have slowed down a bit, but is still regular (SCB, 2005). One explanation that 
strongly links graduates and SMEs is that SMEs, especially small firms, do not invest 
enough time and money in training programs and to gain and develop the skills and 
knowledge they opt to recruit recent graduates (McLarty, 2005). 

In Jönköping, the research area study for this thesis, 21.8% of the town population had a 
higher degree (Ekonomifakta, 2006b) (see Figure). 
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Figure 1-2. Jönköping commune 2005 figures for a higher education diploma. Source: 
Ekonomifakta (2006b) 

2.3 Recruitment 

Recruitment can be identified by many human resource theorists as a phenomenon that 
can both affect and be affected by the organizational processes and one that is seen to be 
a central element of the organization (Dachler, 1989). Recruitment practices have been 
mainly studied in the traditional sense, with a comprehensive recruiting and selection 
process in mind. However the traditional recruitment process models are clearly de-
signed for the larger firms with a human resource department (Ahmadi & Helms, 1997). 
The processes tell us very little about for whom and for what purpose (e.g. which skills) 
is being recruited in the small business context. The rigid model presented by Ludlow 
and Panton (1991) with six steps involved in the recruiting process is a good illustration 
of theories which do not hold much water for the small firm business recruiting strate-
gies − they tend to be more ad hoc and flexible.  

The old method of recruitment and selection has been abandoned. The alternative re-
cruiting practice method small firms adopt, supported by previous research evidence 
(e.g. Owen & Williams, 1997) is referred to as ‘just in time’ recruiting process (Purcell 
& Hogarth, 1999). ‘Just in time’ simply put, is when graduates are recruited on demand. 
The recruiting methods by small firms which are mentioned briefly below, and is neces-
sary to throw some light upon, are generally of informal nature whereby newspaper ads 
and personal contact are noted as the most persistent small firm strategies. 

2.3.1 Small Firms and Recruitment Possibilities 

Small firms rarely make use of university job fairs to lure graduates to them or rely 
heavily on using conventional recruiting measures, such as internal means to extensive-
ly recruit people (Ahmadi & Helms, 1997). They do not possess large human resource 
departments designed to deal with the recruitment procedures (usually this is done by 
the owner-manager), but rather, apply more modest methods to gather new employees 
(Ahmadi & Helms, 1997). Also, information about small firms are not always explicitly 
endorsed or promoted in a marketing savvy manner to the sheer graduate audience, 
leading to the actual students often being left to search themselves for the small firm 
profile and company data (Ahmadi & Helms, 1997). It is in fact that small firms, be-
cause of their fairly poor recruitment procedure are commonly referred as those busi-
nesses that lack the ‘right’ skills (McLarty, 2005). 

However, when firms do provide information or direct ads targeted towards the gradu-
ate labor market, it is rather basic and meager in comparison to the larger firm (Ahmadi 
& Helms, 1997). It may not tell the actual graduate anything more than just the position 
of the job and requirements, thus missing out to let the prospective employer delve on 
whether, for example the prospective graduate can thrive and grow in this firm or 
whether s/he would fit in well with the firm culture. It is debatable whether getting em-
ployed in small firms will lead to a better career path than when entering a large firm, 
however, a general rule would say not all recent (business) graduates might seek a ca-
reer path (Ahmadi & Helms, 1997). 
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Importance of personal contacts can be reinforced by a study conducted at Linköping 
University in Sweden, where 2000 employers in communal work participated. The 
study claims that possessing the ‘right’ sort of personal contacts, referred to as social 
capital, are as important as having (higher) education when it comes to getting a good 
job (Swedish National Television, 2006). Having contacts in the sector you plan to work 
in will induce your chances to finding work there. What is more important, the study 
acknowledges that 50% of all jobs in Sweden are mediated through the informal me-
thods.  

The small firms in the business and financial service sectors show a sign of recruiting 
graduates based on the fact that many of the owners or managers have a equivalent de-
gree, and the likelihood of their firms recruiting graduates in the near future is higher 
than in non-graduate owner or managers’ preference. What is more, the business and 
finance sectors according to Owen and Williams (1997) is the sector that is growing the 
most and has the second highest propensity for graduate recruitment right after the Ho-
tel and Restaurant sector.  

2.4 Qualifications and Skills 

When a graduate seeks to enter the labor market considerations are made for his/her qu-
alification. Qualification is the term that links the ideas between the labor market and 
the educational system (Manninen & Hobrough, 2000). Still, the term ‘qualification’ is 
poorly defined and has been characterized as static and rather simplistic. Ellström 
(1997) also confesses that there is too much ambiguity and fundamental mis-
conceptualization of the term ‘qualification’, as well as a lack of agreement among aca-
demics as to its definition. However, a good definition of qualification can be stated as 
such: ‘the requirements of a certain class of work tasks’ or skills needed for a job 
(Ellström, 1997, p. 267). 
 
Qualifications ultimately are based on the skills that a graduate possesses and the skills 
that a firm, in this case small firm, expects or needs. Many studies from the UK (e.g 
Constable & McCormich , 1987; Handy, 1988) have acknowledged these qualifications 
that are developed in the higher education system and their inherent skills that graduates 
acquire and use to find jobs. It is here, through these studies in the UK, that more atten-
tion has been allotted to finding out what particular or category of skills graduates ob-
tain from their higher education. Attaining skills in the educational system pushed for 
further studies to empirically test which where the key skills, and several of the authors 
reiterated that the higher education system needed to adapt a more robust skills founda-
tion met by SME expectations (McLarty, 2005).  

Moreover, and more importantly, this has been further developed to take into account 
the skills that the labor market expects, and those skills the higher education system of-
fers to students (Manninen & Hobrough, 2000). The recommendations that came about 
from these studies sought to guide educationalist, policy makers and government bodies 
in fine tuning (making graduate skills meet firm skill expectations) the graduate em-
ployment market toward the labor market, especially the SME market (McLarty, 2005).  

The extensive debate on skills has been shown to have serious drawbacks, as the me-
thods used and ways of analysis have not always been sound (Manninen & Hobrough, 
2000). Categorizing or classifying skills has been that main way to go about, however, 
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the undeveloped theories on skills in the recruitment field and the subject being of such 
arbitrary nature, it helps explain why confusion and lack of sound methods and analysis 
were so frequent (McLarty, 2005; Manninen & Hobrough, 2000).  

2.5 The Skills Discussion 

But what do these terms we coin skills and competences mean, and what is behind their 
subtle meanings. Recall that definition of qualifications, being the skills needed for a 
particular job, however, leaving the reader curious as to what skills actually are? The 
problem is that researchers lack consensus on a general definition of ‘skills’ and their 
place in the context of graduates and managers of small firms, provides for no simple 
definition or categorization of them.  
 

2.5.1 The Skills approach 

The most important factors affecting the choice of employee attributes for firms might 
be the skills. The skills approach assumes a structural view aimed at analyzing the rela-
tionships between the available structures such as the objective attributes of graduates, 
of jobs and employers. These attribute features, referred as skills here, are relayed as ob-
jective features that we observe from graduates and small firms with the aim of identify-
ing how they connect to each other. To elucidate:  ‘[T]he concept of ‘skill’ is taken to 
refer to objectively observable (and measurable) attributes of graduates (‘graduate 
skills’), and the concept of ‘skills requirement’ is treated as a characteristic of jobs, 
such that the relationship of ‘fit’ between the two can be examined’ (Holmes et al,  
1998, p. 4). 

When looking at the quality of the ‘skills match’ between the education pertained by 
graduate and the job available in a small firm, using the skills approach is an effective 
way, precisely due the attributes being objectively observable and measurable (Holmes 
et al, 1998).  

This skills perspective being the most overriding structural approach in the graduate re-
cruitment research, follows a structured framework where the skills are designed thanks 
to the feedback of the views of graduates, employers and/or university personnel 
(McLarty, 2000, 2005; Mainnen and Hobrough, 2000; Väärälä,1995;)  or in our case 
transferred as a theoretical frame of reference. As a result of the research several policy 
implications for higher education can be suggested as to illuminating what skills and 
competences are best for undergraduates to obtain thanks to the knowledge on the firms 
perceptions and skill expectations. Accordingly, we assume then that graduates would 
be better prepared for small firm labor market entry.  

But before managers views of skills were taken into account other researchers (McLar-
ty, 2000) went about to present ‘common skills and core competences’, namely: nume-
racy, learning and studying, identifying and tackling problems, information gathering, 
information processing, communication, and working with others. However, this list of 
skills was focused on teacher’s criteria of student’s achievement, thus leaving out the 
manager perspective. 
 
Better understanding is offered by The Association of Graduate Recruiters which 
presents the expression “self-reliant skills''. Twelve skills are identified as “self-reliant 
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skills'': self-awareness, self-promotion, exploring opportunities, action planning, net-
working, political awareness, coping with uncertainty, development focus, transfer 
skills, self-confidence. These skills are highly related to the personality of the graduates 
and can enable them to manage and develop in their career, but are not necessary re-
quired when recruiting graduates.  Therefore, it is essential to identify the difference be-
tween the individual skills and the practical competences valued by the businesses. 
(McLarty, 2000)  

For example, some authors like to see skills more as some sort of ground of knowledge, 
rather than several different explicit capabilities (McLarty, 2005). Conversely, others 
see them more as a set of competences where executing a specific activity to an ascribed 
level – emphasizing more on the capability of doing rather the capability of knowing 
(McLarty, 2005). The breakthrough or threshold comes here, drawing the line between 
the knowing skills and doing skills, and opting to go in the doing skills, entering partici-
patory action research. To facilitate for this, McLarty (2000) has attempted to link grad-
uate skills and firm demanded skills by placing skills in the perspective of competence. 
So these skills adjoining firms demands and graduate supply of skills he defines as 
‘…the capabilities demanded by firms and those presented by graduates’ (McLarty, 2000). 

2.5.2 Classification of skills 

Limited research findings have been done on the interface between graduates and 
SMEs. The findings reveal ambiguity about the skills and requirements SMEs value 
when employing graduate labor. It is quite common that authors usually do not address 
the issue of the skills applicable in SME graduate labor market and make mistake when 
listing and classifying them.   

Classifying or categorizing skills has been frequently used by researches in this field. 
However, empirically testing and making a list of skills has reserved much criticism, as 
well as categorizing the skills (Manninen & Hobrough, 2000). 

Here we will present several authors which have listed and categorized the specific 
skills they have empirically tested. The most common are to make a top-ten list of most 
common skills, and an alternative is to have a five skills. 

Herfordshire (2001) provides five categories for grouping various skills (cited in 

McLarty, 2005): 

� Self-management skills. 

� Intellectual skills. 

� Communication skills. 

� Practical/applied skills. 

� Interpersonal skills.  

Vääräla (1995) similarly provides its five categories for grouping of qualifications 
or skills, whereby the author claims that these groupings are more dynamic, where 
interaction between the categories occurs, thus not only considering skills as indi-
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vidual skills but rather a play between them. The skills are all practical and are 
aimed at getting the job done. 

� Productive and technical qualifications/skills. ‘Doing’. . 

� Motivational. ‘Willing’. 

� Adaptive. 

� Sociocultural. 

� Innovative. ‘Learning’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Interaction between the types of qualifications. (Väärälä, 1995) 

As we can see, we can find similarities and difference between these two categoriza-
tions. 

McLarty (2000, 2005) provides a list of 31 skills and then narrowing down the 10 most 
important ones. Mainninen and Hobrough (2000) are very critical to this type of listing 
and classification. However, McLarty claims that these more sophisticated ways of re-
ferring to skills is by categorizing them into “personal skills” and “business skills” 
(transferable and managerial skills). This approach presented by Harvey, Moon, and 
Geall (1997) does not fully make a distinction or directs us to the important business 
attributes.  

 

Doing Adapting Learning 

Willing 

Working with 

otheres 
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2.5.3 Most Relevant Skills  

From the skills categorization presented here, the authors 
sought to identify the most important skills business gra-
duates and small firms sought, and find those that are 
similar and reaffirm them in an own list, to get the maxi-
mum use for the empirical testing. The authors of the the-
sis concede that list of skill and competences is ever long 
and not at all exhaustive, as many researchers have 
tended to provide different names of skills that basically 
have the same terminology. From the above authors 
(McLarty, 2005; Mainnene, 2000) which produced their 
own list of skills based on the responses of their empirical 
testing with owner-managers and graduates, we, however, 
combined them and reproduced the list including the 15 
most frequently occurring skills in the skill literature on 
SME-graduate recruitment practices. Briefly described 
they are the following. 

Communication skills make sure the information is passed 
around and shared through several channels within the 
firm. 

Competence is a rather general term in our sense implying that the individual holds a set 
of all-round skills, qualities, knowledge and qualification (McLarty, 2005).          

Creativity as a skill is rather self-explanatory, practically any individual with creativity 
as their main attribute provides for an infusion of new and fresh ideas, original thinking, 
that is to say goes beyond conventional thinking. It is reasoned that small firms in the 
UK lack this skill, and this is where graduates can match this skills need, in order for 
small business growth (Pittway & Thedham, 2003).  

Flexibility in the skills sense requires for an individual to be adaptive and flexible to the 
working environment that means the working hours as well as abiding by the rules 
stated in the agreement when joining the firm (Mannienen & Hobrough, 2000).    

Intellectual skills are required for a learner to take on analytical thinking (McLarty, 
2005). These set of skills assert the ability of analytical thinking, systems thinking and 
continuation of showing the learning ability and development of one’s thinking (Man-
nienen & Hobrough, 2000).              

IT competence assumes the ability of an individual to work with the computer, as well 
as the systems design for communication. It could also be seen as an integrative element 
of the communication skills, however, we restrict ourselves to the basic definition. 

Market awareness assumes the individual possesses skills that provide for opportunistic 
and innovative thinking; analyzing and screening the market for opportunities. There are 
assumptions that market awareness should serve as compulsory for the individuals 
planning ability, meaning that in order for the individual to make most use of its skills 
should hold market awareness in mind when planning (McLarty, 2005). 

Motivational skills are true when an individual is motivated and aspires to work thus 
having some kind of loyalty within the firm.       

Communication 

Competence 

Creativity 

Flexibility 

Intellect 

IT competence 

Market awareness 

Motivation 

Organizational skills 

Personality 

Planning ability 

Reliability 

Self-management skills 

Teamwork 

Work experience 
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Organizational skills includes the many notions of the field of organizational theory, 
like setting goals, prioritizing, organizing group meetings, and running the leadership 
role.  

Personality is subjective and the attractiveness of an individual’s personal skills may 
vary from employer to employer, however, most people associated a good personality as 
ambition, drive, open-minded, hardworking etc. We should note that analyzing perso-
nality in the small firm setting is basic, as to the comprehensive personality tools and 
tests that larger firms use to screen and assess which individuals fit their firm personali-
ty type (Moy & Lee, 2002).  

Planning ability skills assume the development of practically planning things, like con-
tributing to producing business, financial and marketing plans (AGR, 1995).    

Reliability is defined as a skill of being consistent with job task and trustworthy in ones 
job activities.  

Self-management skills encompass the notions of effective learning. They are often re-
ferred to as ‘learning to learn’ skills. (McLarty, 2005)  

Teamwork skills or sociocultural/social competence skills have in mind to manage ef-
fectively when working with others. This is designed to merge everybody’s competen-
cies effectively so as to use them for communicative, learning and teamwork purposes. 
Also referred as interpersonal skills, possessing skills for effective interaction to attain 
objectives is pivotal. (Mainnienn & Hobrough, 2000; McLarty, 2005)        

Work Experience is not only seen as a list of merit of work gained in different firms 
prior to employment, but the actual productive and technical skills, meaning profession-
al skills, knowledge and work practice competences an individual attains in prior work 
settings (Mannienen & Hobrough, 2000).            

The skills presented above can be further categorized into either personal skills and 
business skills (see Table below). The distinction between these skills is that the former 
encapsulates a competences of skills that comes about from the individuals intellect of 
self of mind that cannot be learned through experience, while the latter is a set of indi-
vidual’s ‘basket of skills’ specifically designed to meet the a firms job post require-
ments when being recruited (McLarty, 2005). 

It is suggested by researchers in the UK that a broader set of personal or business skills 
(with a balance in mind) will improve the chances for graduates of getting employed 
and show performance rates above average (Nabi & Bagley, 1997).  

Table 4-4. Personal and Business Skills. 

Personal skills Business skills 

Reliability Planning ability 

Competence Teamwork 

Motivational skills Creativity 

Intellectual skills Communication skills 

Flexibility – adaptive IT competence 

Personality Work Experience 
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  Market Awareness 

  Organizational skills 

  Self-management skills 

 

The major problem with separating skills by personal and business is that there is a 
great disparity among the many authors in the skills literature as to where the each indi-
vidual skills belong. You may find one author placing ‘teamwork’ as a business skill, 
while another reasons the opposite and classifies it as a personal skill. This is a major 
deficiency as to when applying this categorization in empirical testing. 

However, a more consistent categorization in the skills literature, mentioned previously 
by for example Väärälä (1995) is to sort them by their pragmatic nature; the key prac-
tical skills that work together to get the job done. These unlike individual skills such as 
personality and reliability, are aimed at getting the job done so to speak.   

Doing ‘Practical’ Skills 

Teamwork 

Competence 

Motivational skills 

Self-management 

Flexibility – adaptive 

Communication 

2.5.4 Criticism of the chosen (skills) approach 

The authors acknowledge that there are several other means to examine the perception 
and match alluring to graduate and small firm employers recruitment practices and skills 
agenda (e.g. researching the social process involved in graduate identity (Holmes et al, 
1998) and program-job match (Krahn & Bowlby,2000). Yet in this line of research 
these examples are alternatives with pilot studies attached to their research, while the 
skills approach goes about as the mainstream mean of investigation, however, it does 
not go without problems. 

The flaws associated with this approach are of conceptual, theoretical and practical 
sense. First of all, Holmes et al, (1998) asserts that it is too simplistic to use skills as an 
objective measure. This is true when the approach is making links between the skills 
that graduates and small firm owner-managers claim in the light of performance. Also, 
by reproducing the list of skills and using it for a new research setting the objectivity 
can be put into question. There is a conceptual challenge when the terms that are similar 
(i.e. skills) are presented to different parties involved (e.g. graduates and small firm 
managers; and between themselves) that they might not be interpreted in the same ways, 
that is to say to suggest the same concept. Furthermore, the skill terms like teamwork, 
motivation, self-management that graduates express do not purport any process with 
cause and effects but rather just describe what graduates do, making the analysis of the 
skills approach less dynamic in some sense, since as Holmes claims the ‘terminology is 
condensed’. If it was not for the qualitative part of this research the questions of why 
could not have been answered, so the theory tells us we need to supplement the ‘what’ 
questions (skills listing) with the ‘why’ questions.  
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 In addition, Holmes et al, (1998) makes another good point to the validity of this ap-
proach, and stresses the informal nature of the recruitment practices in small firms 
(skipping many of the tradition steps of recruitment and selection processes) sometimes 
does away with trying to account for the skills. A good example of a informal recruit-
ment method would be when a interview is conducted between the owner-manager and 
graduate through a very informal nature (personal contact) doing away with such papers 
as a CV, doing away with assessment of whether that graduate has the appropriate skills 
for the job post etc. In this way the recruitment method lacks any need for skill review 
but rather the contact (Holmes et al, 1998).  

2.6 Previous research on graduate skills in SMEs 

Previous comprehensive macro quantitative studies by Owen and Williams (1997) have 
provided a solid foundation to this research field and highlighted many interesting clari-
fications doing away with previous speculations dealing with skills gaps and their per-
ceptions. Owen and Williams (1997) in their research made a discrepancy between 
SMEs that recruit and SMEs that do not recruit graduates when collecting data. 

The research has underlined key elements for both pro-recruitment of graduates as well 
as con-recruitment of graduates. Starting with the former, SMEs not recruiting gra-
duates thought the only skills and competences that prospective graduates might bring 
to their firm were: new ideas, specialist skills and valuable quality knowledge. On the 
other hand they would disregard graduates because they were short on work experience, 
and the belief that graduates would displeased very fast in their job thus not prompting 
them for long-term employment. (Owen & Williams, 1997) 

The latter, those SMEs recruiting graduates, however, had a more positive and extensive 
list of skills and competence they perceived graduates possessed that matched firm ex-
pectations. These were the capacity attached to learning, intelligence, idea generat-
ing/imagination/creativity, and good communication abilities. Those more general 
qualities that SMEs expect graduates to have and thus point to that they help the firm 
are: a thorough hold of managerial skills, working well with firm customers/clients, and 
providing ‘fresh’ initiatives and inspiration. Another skill, that was equally important, 
was the personality skill. Nevertheless, when putting graduates against non-graduates 
many SMEs perceived that graduates had a disadvantageous position in some respect to 
their non-graduate counterpart which were relatively more: inexpensive had expecta-
tions that were much lower, more work experience and had better prospects for staying 
with the firm for a long-term basis. 

Also, these firms who recruited graduates had as a inclination to recruit graduates to 
specific job posts within the firms rather than to the overall management post. And this 
was the main reason why they recruited graduates, being that the higher education de-
gree that graduates pertained to was directly related to the position available in the firm 
(Owen & Williams, 1997). This was especially true for small firms in the business sec-
tor. It was especially important for those smaller firms who did not tend to recruit gra-
duates to rely on prior work experience and qualification matching specifically the 
needed position in the firm. This gives us a hint in that there are several firms that are 
indiscriminate as to the employee possessing a degree or not, it was more important that 
the prospective employee fits the specifically defined post with the right skills, not giv-
ing any evidence that a education will provide for this (Owen & Williams, 1997). 
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Experienced or ‘fresh’ graduates? 

Owen and Williams (1997) go beyond seeing SMEs as a homogeneous group, and re-
veal  results for all the three SME size bands, including small firms. They draw out an 
important element of small firms’ preference over whether the graduate has some work 
experience in his portfolio or is a fresh recent graduate that has little or no experience. 
They note that those small firms that sought to recruit graduates were heavily in favor of 
graduates that had work experience – 60% of small, medium and micro firms stated this 
preference in their survey. On the contrary small firms had the general idea that gra-
duates were relatively intellectually superior to their non-graduate counterparts (Owen 
& Williams, 1997). The perception that their capacity or competences of learning, 
adapting, being flexible and, coupled with their ‘greater spatial and technical abilities’ 
marked their advantages (Owen & Williams, 1997, p.31).  

The obvious disadvantages small firms expressed was that high salary expectations on 
the behalf of graduates and their over-qualification relative to the job (Owen & Wil-
liams, 1997). This gives an expression that there are those small firms that do not tend 
to attract graduates, because of their narrow and short-term outlook. Pre-defining a set 
of skills for a particular job post coupled with relevant job experience expectations 
serve as blinkers to these small firms letting them miss out on the graduate to actually 
‘grow’ in the firm. This short-term view hinders employment of graduates and their po-
tential development within the small business. Also, two –thirds of SMEs recruiting 
graduates had the perception that training time for graduates, as well as non-graduates 
were about the same (Owen & Williams, 1997). 

Also, Pittaway and Thedham’s (2003) previous research about graduate recruitment in 
the Hotel and Restaurant sector indentified small firm perceptions related to the useful-
ness of graduates. They found neutral and moderate views from small business on the 
notions: that graduates can help their business; whether the business can afford to em-
ploy a graduate; the likelihood that a graduate would like to work for their business; and 
the notions related to the skills graduates have on offer.  

2.7 The Skills Gap 

As we see more people graduate in Sweden, consideration for so many well educated 
people to finding ways to entering the already saturated labor market becomes difficult. 
Suspicion exists that there might be a skills gap between graduate acquired skills from 
their higher education and the skills SMEs expect from graduates (McLarty, 2005). The 
skills gap theory is much less clear though. Different authors find opposite results as to 
the (non)existence of the skills gap, however, different skills classifications are used and 
thus different, sometimes opposite, results are concluded. However, there is ‘popular’ 
opinion that graduate skills are not adept for SMEs (Holden & Jameson, 2000, McLarty, 
2005). What is important to ascertain is that there is ambiguous evidence concerning the 
existence of the skills gap where several authors do not find evidence pertaining to a 
skills gap (Manninen and Hobrough, 2000; Heskerth, 2000; McLarty, 2005).  

If we look closer as to why there is a skills gap, Pittway and Thedham found out that it 
is the unattractiveness of the small firm job opportunity relative to other options that de-
terred graduates from them. It was the notions of stress, work overload, lack of chal-
lenge and role ambiguity among other complaints that graduates claimed to be unsatis-
fied when working inside small firms (Pitthway & Thedham, 2003).  
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2.8 Graduate perspective 

Aside from the small-firm data collection by Owen and William’s (1997) they too in-
cluded focus group research. The results showed that last year students had perceived 
two key benefits to working in a SME:  rapidly attaining a diverse range of skills and 
having more responsibility. However, lower financial compensation (salary usually), ex-
istence of training programs, and fewer opportunities at being promoted were key de-
terminants students stated as the deterring factor in opting for working in a SMEs 
(Owen & Williams, 1997).  

Reasons why graduates might not find employment in SMEs to be so attractive can be 
multifold. Several authors (Jameson & Holden, 2000; Pittaway & Thedham, 2003) 
studying the graduate employment in SMEs noted that graduates found their role unat-
tractive and had the option to consider other alternatives. The unattractiveness is sup-
ported by the inherent stress related factors when working with SMEs, such as time 
pressure, confusion, work overload (Pittaway & Thedham, 2003). However, graduates 
also experience some advantages into their work in SMEs; these benefits included the 
flexibility and autonomy of work, development of varied skills and a fast lane for career 
achievement objectives. Only the relation to poor salaries and lack of training inside 
firm were considered disadvantageous (Pittaway & Thedham, 2003).  

2.9 How to enhance graduate recruitment 

Owen and Williams (1997) also managed to accord for SMEs opinion on how to in-
crease the size of graduates employed in SMEs. Their results showed that SMEs think 
that students should take a more proactive stand when sending in applications for posi-
tions in their firms. This would be done by prompting the links between universities and 
business had to be improved and broadened. 

Suggestions such as better links between universities and firms and better supply of in-
formation to students on behalf of SMEs to inform the graduates of career opportunities 
in SMEs were what the graduates deemed necessary. They also pointed out to the uni-
versity can service pro-firm-graduates activities, such as keeping record of the amount 
of SMEs employing or willing to employ students or graduates (Owen & Williams, 
1997). 

Another example comes from a small municipality in Sweden. A cooperative project 
was undergone between the local employment agency and a recruitment firm to recruit 
unemployed graduates to small firms (for a six month period). They recognized that the 
graduates from the local university were emigrating from the town as there were no jobs 
for them, and at the same time they recognized that the small firms did not recruit these 
graduates. The recruitment agency sees this as a problem for the small business as they 
are not grabbing the graduates and missing out on the opportunity to gain from growth, 
as SMEs tend to do (Näringsnytt, 2006). 
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3 Method 

The method commences with the research design which is split into two segments, 
namely the interview and the focus groups. Motivations for choosing the research deign, 
together with the means of collecting the final data, method of analyzing it, as well as 
the trustworthiness of it, are presented here. 

When choosing the research method design one usually makes a distinction whether the 
method used to obtain empirical data was quantitative or qualitative in nature. Quantita-
tive research methods use standardized measures to acquire large samples with high ge-
neralizability. Qualitative research methods, on the other hand, are usually limited to a 
small number of people and cases. Each case is explored in-depth, which reduces the 
generalizability but increases the knowledge of the different situations. With qualitative 
research, it is possible to understand the logic behind the answers by letting the respon-
dents elaborate and sometimes see them in action in their ‘everyday life’ (Mason, 2002; 
Patton, 2002). 

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate if there is a gap or a match, in terms of 
skills and attitudes, between business graduates and small businesses which limits the 
recruitment of graduates into these firms. To understand if, how and why questions re-
lated to existence of the potential gap, it is crucial to gain knowledge of the logic behind 
the reinforcing reasons for such a gap/non-gap. Qualitative methods are best suited for 
this research because they will help discover the nature of the gap in a small number of 
cases rather than the frequency of the occurrence in a large sample. However, to sup-
plement qualitative analysis the authors integrated a short quantitative survey listing the 
fifteen most recurrent skills and competences, thus letting the respondents rank ten of 
them in order of importance. In addition, another shorter quantitative rank scale method 
was used to gather some frequencies.  

The research design is separated into two segments:  

� First phase: to conduct interviews with four small firms belonging to the busi-
ness/marketing/finance sectors within the Jönköping municipality. 

� Second phase: running three focus groups of five comprised of a total of 15 
soon-to-become business graduates in the same municipality.  

Both methods made use of qualitative as well as quantitative techniques to bring about a 
good basis for later comparison and analysis. 

3.1 Interview – first segment of the research design 

Interviews are situations where an interviewer asks a number of questions directed to an 
interviewee. The meaning with this kind of interview is to illuminate and understand a 
topic in a specific context. Yet, interviews can be different from each other in terms of 
what questions that are asked. Interviews range from structured to unstructured. A struc-
tured interview is very rigid, with a fixed predetermined schedule of closed questions. 
Closed questions are formulated in such a way that the respondent will have only a few 
available answers to the question. This limitation makes it easier for the researcher to 
generalize, but also reduces the spontaneity of the responses. On the other end of the 
spectrum is the unstructured interview. These interviews are characterized by openness, 
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where the direction of the interview is mostly set by the interviewee. The interviewer 
might have a list of topics to go through, but sometimes even this is not the case. Un-
structured interviews are quite unusual though, most common is the middle ground; 
semi-structured interviews. Main questions and topics have been decided, but it is poss-
ible to change questions, drop others and bring forth new questions during the course of 
the interview (Arksey & Knight, 1999; Gillham, 2000). 

In the first segment of the research design the authors chose to adopt a semi-structured 
interview because the authors wished the respondents to be able to speak freely and not 
hinder the interview by means of rigid sequencing of predetermined questions. Howev-
er, the interviews had a common structure, in which respondents answered a number of 
general questions which are seen as opening questions into certain areas of interest. The 
rationale behind the semi-structured interviews other than more in-depth information 
gathering and open questions that let the interviewee without any hindrances control the 
way the interview was developed, it was also important not to have an influence on the 
interview to an extent that would affect the results gained from a structured interview. 
That is to say that in the beginning of the interview the few general questions led to the 
goal of gathering more in-depth data about employers/interviewees attitudes in relation 
to graduate recruitment – leading eventually the interviewee mentioning the skills they 
value the most amongst business graduates before the actual rank-scale list was used on 
the respondent.  

As the interview was nearing the end, the compiled list of fifteen skills and competences 
was revealed − this was done only after the general questions were answered. It is here 
where the brief method of collecting quantitative data ensued. This brief survey ques-
tionnaire sought to enlighten that authors of what small firms perceived to be the key 
skills and competences they believed business graduate should possess if they wish to 
work for their firms. The authors asked the interviewee to rank the top ten skills out of 
fifteen, and it was usually the case that the skills they formed by themselves in the early 
stage of the interview appeared on the list. This positively confirmed the, yet, concise 
but comprehensive list of skills and competences the authors wished to test and their va-
lidity they carried as a list resulting from prior empirical tests (from different authors). 
Also, to aid this brief quantitative approach, the interviewers took the chance to discuss 
the always important motivations behind the chosen skills, the reasons why they have 
been picked and others excluded. In addition, room was given for the interviewee to 
suggest some skills that were missing. 

This method of a small sample of semi-structured interviews has its aim to concentrate 
on the possible dissimilarity or match both between the different small firms with 
roughly the same size and belonging to a designated sector, and in comparison to the 
reflections business graduates have concerning recruitment possibilities at small firms 
and the skills and competences they believe they possess. The first segment of the re-
search design being the interview was conducted during the months of April and May in 
the Jönköping area with four small firms (recall the small firm definition: 10-49 em-
ployees). All interviewees had a significant position in the firm, such as founder or 
manager or both, (most of them actually obtained a degree in economics or business) 
and were very appropriate for the questions the authors had prepared them. All the in-
terviewed firms can be categorized as belonging to the same sector (i.e. as the authors 
define the business/finance/marketing), a sector very well suited for prospective busi-
ness graduates. No distinction was made whether the firms currently recruit or do not 
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recruit graduates, however, the authors assured in their initial contact with the firms that 
all of them were aware of graduate recruitment or graduate employment within their 
firms.  

3.1.1 Company selection 

For this particular research it was vital to have a focused course in mind when designing 
the method. Due to the initial constraints on time and sample-size flexibility the authors 
opted to adapt the methodology in accordance to the needs researchers in this field 
(Owen & Williams, 1997; Stewart & Knowles, 2000b; McLarty, 2000, 2005) purported. 
Many authors stressed the importance of gathering macro quantitative data in terms of 
questionnaires, and also to have in-depth focused studies of qualitative nature – the the-
sis authors chose mainly to focus on the latter but used a bit of the former as well. Hol-
den and Jameson (2002) further put through that focused empirical research is more or 
less needed to fulfill the research gap for further understanding. At the same time the re-
search design is very well suited for the authors to actually get some meaningful data 
that corresponds to the research questions. Regulating this was done by already narrow-
ing down the size of the firm chosen, that is to say small firms (10-49 employees). For 
example, choosing to interview solely small firms was good both for the research in 
terms of ambitions and also supported by the size factor which says: ’…firms of this size 
have the potential to recruit graduates in large numbers’ (Owen & Williams, 1997, 
p.13). While micro firms (0-9 employees) consisting of 80% + of the business popula-
tion in Sweden and Europe have very poor records related to recruiting graduates, and 
previous research (Owen & Williams, 1997; McLarty, 2005; Pittway & Thedham, 2003) 
confirms this fact.  

So, inevitably collecting relevant data from them would have been impractical. Me-
dium-sized firms (50-249 employees) may also pose some implications to the data col-
lection, as their result can be rather skewed towards that of their larger firm counterparts 
in behavioral, resource and recruiting manners – so it is by assumption that medium-
sized firms have better established schemes for recruitment of graduates (Owen & Wil-
liams, 1997). It is also evident from the authors’ previous research in the SME field that 
medium-sized firms tend to reflect themselves more as larger firms than ‘real’ small 
firm. 

The chosen sector: Business and Finance 

The range of companies was still limited by the assertion that the companies should op-
erate in a line of work which might lead to a potential interest in business graduates. 
Furthermore, the notion of the small business aspect limited the number of interesting 
companies still further. Consequently, small businesses working within the field of 
marketing, accounting, business consultancy, finance etc. were examined for suitability 
and interest. The motivation for choosing small firms from the business/financial sectors 
(which we will refer implying that fit in the above mentioned group) was not solely 
prompted by us being business students and therefore interested in this sector, it is also 
that the financial sector has been under-represented in a number of researches in this 
field (among them Owen & Williams, 1997). In this way we have limited (exclusive 
previous research) to lean against for comparison for this later data, so the results might 
be interesting to witness when gathered and analyzed.   
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However, this is a good opportunity to see how these specific business and financial 
small firms coupled with generally business oriented firms perceive recruitment of 
business graduates and their inherent qualities, for it is an obvious assumption that they 
fit in right there with the specific knowledge and skills business schools tend to offer. 
Grouping business service, marketing service, financial and accounting firms into one is 
good for a dynamic analysis of the data (Owen & Williams, 1997). What is more, the 
research findings assure us results, as in this sector there is a higher percentage of em-
ployees with degrees, namely almost a quarter of graduates are employed here (Owen & 
Williams, 1997). Also, since this sector is relatively to other sectors adequately supplied 
with graduates, the increase in graduates here might be the result of growth of these 
firms; this is an important detail to acknowledge for this particular research (Owen & 
Williams, 1997). 
 

To sum up, Pittway and Thedham (2003, p. 4) quite rightly put it that ‘Treating all 
small firms as homogenous group seeking the same thing, in this case graduates, is also 
extremely problematic as firms in different sectors have different requirements, as do 
firms of different sizes…there has been less effort to explore the perceptions of graduate 
recruitment in particular sectors from the perspective of specific types of SMEs’. 

This statement confirms the method towards a narrow focus for better quality data col-
lection. 
 
The company selection process was done through Äffarsdata, a database with a a great 
deal of data about all the registered companies in Sweden providing the opportunity to 
finding contact information for all of them. The search was attuned in order to screen 
out companies that fit in the micro or medium size bands in Jönköping. Companies were 
contacted by either e-mail or by phone. Most companies were not interested in being in-
terviewed and stated a lack of time as reason for not wanting to participate. The authors 
were finally able to conduct interviews with four different companies. This number was 
below the author’s pre-stated target, but was still deemed to suffice. Throughout the fi-
nal stages of the thesis work, companies were contacted, sometimes a second run, in or-
der to increase the number. However, the four companies remained as the only basis for 
the empirical work from the company side. As some of the companies wished to be 
anonymous, the names have been concealed and replaced with a generic one. 

3.2 Focus group – second segment of the research design 

To balance out the research and get an objective overall picture it was key to make use 
of focus groups in order to gain an understanding of the opinions of students concerning 
small businesses and graduates. According to Kreuger (1994, p. 6), focus groups can be 
defined as; ‘a carefully planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on a defined 
area of interest in a permissive, nonthreatening environment’. These discussions take 
place in a small group of people that have been gathered by a researcher to explore a 
number of research questions. Groups of this kind are considered focused because the 
discussion centers around the core of the research taking place. Group members voice 
their opinions about the subject and build on, as well as contrast other participants’ 
standpoints, in a highly interactive setting. The goal of focus groups is thus not to reach 
a consensus, but rather different nuances of the same topic (Litosseliti, 2003; Stewart, 
Shamdasani & Rook, 2007). The principle with the focus groups was to collect view-
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points of final year business undergraduates towards working for a small firm, and the 
skills they deemed important when working within a small business firm.  

3.2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages 

There are advantages of using focus groups compared to individual interviews or sur-
veys. For instance, focus groups present a more natural setting than an interviewee-
interviewer situation which can be viewed as too formal and constructed. In normal day 
life, people explore subjects through interaction between each other resulting in consen-
sus or in disagreement. Furthermore, in focus groups, the researcher gets a chance to 
probe deeper into the subject and clear out uncertainties, as well as address questions 
not previously thought of. Other advantages of focus groups include low costs and get-
ting fast results (Kreuger, 1994).  

However, conducting focus group research is also faced with some limitations. First, 
each focus group will vary from each other. While one group might be appear uninte-
rested in the subject and unwilling to disclose their thoughts, other groups will be vi-
brant and have participants that are so willing to discuss that they even drift away from 
the topic. Second, the leader of the discussion (called the moderator and typically being 
the researcher) needs to possess a variety of skills and knowledge about focus group 
moderation (these skills and knowledge are mentioned below). Finally, there are diffi-
culties in analyzing the results and making generalizations. The results of the discussion 
need to be looked at from the viewpoint of the context. Therefore, the researchers need 
to be careful in using statements made by participants as they might not be representa-
tive for the whole group (Litosseliti, 2003; Kreuger, 1994).  

The authors of this thesis acknowledged their limited experience with moderating focus 
groups and were aware that it could have become a problem when dealing with the par-
ticipants. However, in order to increase the authors’ knowledge and enhance their skills, 
a pilot focus group was arranged before the real groups. A pilot focus group is arranged 
before the actual discussions in order to test the questions that will be used and hear the 
viewpoints of the participants afterwards about the structure of the discussion. Further-
more, a pilot group reveals if the sequencing of questions is correct, how to deal with 
certain types of people, and also if the accommodations for the meeting are satisfactory 
(Litosseliti, 2003). The pilot for this study consisted of similar people to those who par-
ticipated in the actual focus groups. Acquaintances were contacted to be in the pilot and 
it was carried out according to plan. The pilot did not reveal any need for any greater 
changes in the way the focus group was moderated and only the sequence of a few ques-
tions was changed.  

3.2.2 The Moderator and the Discussion 

The most important person in a focus group is the moderator. This person, often the re-
searcher but sometimes a professional, is in charge of the discussion. A moderator asks 
the questions, sets the direction of the discussion and generally makes the participants 
comfortable enough to talk freely. The skills and personal characteristics of a moderator 
should be quite developed. Being able to, in a subtle way, guiding the discussion and at 
the same time showing respect for the participants is highly important. The moderator 
should also be quite similar, in terms of age, socioeconomic characteristics and technic-
al knowledge, to the participants. If the case is the opposite, people might find it diffi-
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cult to speak freely as they see the moderator as an authority figure and respect this per-
son too much. Finally, it is important for the moderator to be neutral, but still be able to 
portray a friendly manner that lessens the tension in the group (Kreuger, 1994; Litosseli-
ti, 2003). 

The questions posed to the participants in a focus group are usually highly open-ended. 
Open-ended questions have this name as the possible answers to these questions are 
numerous. With a closed question, the researcher expects either one of a few available 
answers while open-ended questions leave the answerers to their own interpretations 
and attitudes of answering (Stewart et al. 2007). Open-ended questions are preferred in 
focus groups as they do not hinder the discussion and limit the answers; rather they sti-
mulate interaction and different interpretations. In order to facilitate the discussion and 
achieve the goals of the meeting, a topic guide and/or a questioning route should be de-
veloped. The topic guide is a tool that helps the moderator to keep the discussion on 
track. This done by writing down topics to be discussed and in which order they should 
come. The questioning route on the other hand is a written down, sequence of actual 
questions to be posed to the group.  

While the topic guide is more spontaneous and easily put together, a questioning route 
ensures that answers are more easily analyzed as the risk of unintentionally altering the 
meaning of the questions is lowered. Furthermore, the questioning route works best for 
inexperienced moderators as it acts as a security to fall back on (Litosseliti, 2003; 
Kreuger, 1994). The authors primarily developed a questioning route, but also created a 
topic guide. The topic guide helped the authors to be reminded of the true aim of the 
discussion and prevented them to not loose themselves in detailed questions. One of the 
authors was chosen to be the moderator, but the other author was also present at the fo-
cus group discussion mainly as an observer.   

3.2.3 Composition 

The size of focus groups normally varies from six to ten participants (Edmunds, 1999; 
Greenbaum, 2000; Kreuger, 1994; Litosseliti, 2003), but it is acknowledged that as few 
as four people (mini-groups) and as many as twelve participants can be used in certain 
situations. Mini-groups gives the advantage of being more easily moderated and are also 
preferable when the topic under discussion is complex and/or controversial, as the par-
ticipants can talk more freely in smaller groups. However, mini-groups are limited by 
the fact that fewer people are involved which means fewer variations in opinions. Large 
groups with more than ten participants can be difficult to manage and analyze, yet they 
can be useful when the goal is coming up with new ideas or brainstorming rather than 
exploring a topic in-depth (Litosseliti, 2003). In this study, the authors chose to create 
focus groups that consisted of six participants, few enough to be manageable and many 
enough to allow for various opinions to be raised. However, in only one case was the 
actual number of participants six, due to people canceling in the last minute.    

The number of focus groups used in a research will normally vary from four to six, but 
can be as few as three groups depending on the nature and objectives of the research 
(Litosseliti, 2003). However, according to Edmunds (1999), two groups or more can be 
sufficient while Stewart et al. (2007) states that researcher rarely use more than three or 
four groups. There is however a consensus that using only one focus group in a study is 
too little. A single group study leaves no room for comparisons between groups and too 
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limited analysis possibilities. Furthermore, the number of focus groups will in the end 
be determined by the objectives of the study as different research questions calls for 
more or less groups (Edmunds, 1999; Litosseliti, 2003; Stewart et al., 2007). The aim in 
this study was to create a maximum of three focus groups and a minimum of two. The 
authors believed that no more than three groups were needed as the topics to be dis-
cussed were neither complex nor controversial. Thus, the opinions raised from group to 
group are likely to be similar. Three focus group discussions and one pilot were indeed 
conducted. The number of participants in each group varied. In the first group, six 
people were part of the discussion, in the second only four, and in the third five partici-
pants.  

3.3 Data Collection 

Data gathered can be divided into primary and secondary data. According to Ghauri and 
Grønhaug (2005), primary data is gathered by the researchers themselves by means of 
for instance; questionnaires, observations or interviews. The data is thus unique and is 
not available for the general public until it is published. Secondary data has been ga-
thered by other researchers for different purposes. This data is normally used as an in-
troduction to your own work as well as in a literature review to support your own find-
ings. The authors gathered primary data from interviews with small businesses and from 
focus groups with students/graduates. This data can be found in the empirical findings 
section. Secondary data in this report is found in the introduction and the theoretical 
findings section. Once the empirical data has been collected it is time to analyze it. The 
next section will look at how this was done. 

3.4 Data Analysis 

After the data collection stage has been concluded, the next step is to analyze the data. 
However, it is advisable to start organizing the data as soon as possible after it has been 
gathered as this can be of great help in later stages. Organizing usually includes tran-
scribing recorded interviews to secure that the data will not be lost as well as arrange the 
data under certain themes so to make it more accessible. The themes are useful in the 
data analysis process when it is time to search for patterns and making sense out of the 
findings. In this stage, the researchers carve out the most important findings that are 
going to be in the final report. Linkages between the different sources are explored and 
comparisons are made. Differences and similarities are recognized. When these meas-
ures have been taken, assumptions and interpretations can be made. Interpretation 
means finding meanings and possible explanations of the appearance of the findings. 
From these interpretations, the researchers are able to draw conclusions about the inves-
tigated phenomenon (Patton, 2002; Silverman 1993).  

The authors conducted interviews with several companies as well as a few focus groups 
with business graduates. These company and graduate interviews were recorded as well 
as transcribed. After the meetings, the data gathered was sorted under certain themes 
and deemed relevant or not for the thesis. In the section named “Empirical findings”, the 
relevant findings can be found. In analyzing the results, the authors attempted to make 
sense out of the data and find linkages between the different sources. Relationships were 
explored and given meaning. The interpretations of the findings can be found in the sec-
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tion called “Analysis”. The main conclusions drawn from the interpretations are found 
under the heading “Conclusions”.  

For the quantitative data that was used to get the rankings of the skills, the data analysis 
was done in accordance with getting a simple mean (averages). No other statistical for-
mulas like variances were used to make the analysis of the data more valued. Further-
more when the data is analyzed with comparison between graduates and small firm dif-
ferent lists the Friedman test (analyzing the variance) could have been use, however, the 
sample was too small and thus simple analytical non-scientific observations were suffi-
cient. The results of the skills ranking and their eventual analysis should be looked upon 
with grain of salt, as that data only is used mainly non-scientifically to support the inter-
view questions. 

The last section of the Method is concerned with the trustworthiness of the conclusions 
that have been drawn. In other words, is the work reliable and valid?  

3.5 Trustworthiness 

Trustworthiness refers to testing the quality of the research. Quality here means if the 
researchers’ efforts have led to objective and credible conclusions. In quantitative re-
search, the focus is on the tools the researchers have used to get their data, referring to 
the reliability and validity of their work. However, in qualitative research, it is the re-
searchers themselves that are tested. Put simply, if one would remove the researchers 
and replace them with another team, the results should be similar or trustworthiness has 
not been achieved. In order to recognize if trustworthiness has been achieved, certain 
tests need to be carried out. These include tests for; credibility, transferability, dependa-
bility and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Hirschman, 1986).  

To test credibility, the authors need to understand that reality is situation specific, it dif-
fers in every context. The results and the interpretations can only be validated and reach 
credibility from the research subject itself. In other words, the authors need to check 
with their interviewees if the conclusions can possibly show the reality (Lincoln & Gu-
ba, 1985). In order to secure credibility, the authors sent out the results and the interpre-
tations of the interviews with the companies to the interviewees. Furthermore, the find-
ings of the focus groups were shared with the participants. This process revealed no 
need for any greater changes. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), the level of trans-
ferability of the interpretations depends upon how much of the circumstances of a cer-
tain context have been illuminated. If transferability is high, then it is possible that the 
conclusions can hold in other situations as well, and not just the specific context. The 
authors of this thesis have tried to go as deep as possible into the companies’ recruit-
ment process to understand the underlying reasons for their appearance. If this has led to 
high transferability or not can only be shown by doing further studies in the same area 
and see if the conclusions hold. 

Dependability refers to the research instrument used in the study, in this case the authors 
themselves. In qualitative research it is the researchers that develop the questions that 
later are articulated by themselves in a setting they have decided upon. Thus, there is a 
risk that the results can be biased. In order to assure dependability, the results should be 
viewed from different perspectives (Ibid.). The data collection and analysis has been 
viewed from two perspectives, from both authors. Furthermore, peers and friends have 
taken part in the process and been allowed to comment on the result and the interpreta-
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tions. As explained earlier, the researchers are so immersed in the qualitative examina-
tion that there is a risk of them influencing the results with their own opinions and be-
liefs. If other researchers can reproduce the results in new studies, then there is great 
probability that the results have not been biased. However, measures need also be taken 
during the course of the research process to ensure confirmability (Ibid.). The authors 
have taken a critical stance towards the results and considered if bias could have sur-
faced at any time. Furthermore, careful evaluation of the questions posed to companies 
and focus groups have been conducted.  

The next section presents the results from the interviews with the companies and the fo-
cus groups.  

4 Results 

This section presents the empirical findings that were gathered from the interviews with 
the four companies and the three focus group discussions. 

The results from the first segment of the research design, namely the interviews with the 
four small firms will be presented here. For the purpose of keeping the firms confiden-
tial, which was requested by some companies, the authors have given the companies 
names which are related to their line of business. First, a short background to each of the 
small firms is presented as a support to the summaries of the interview and discussions 
in order to create a context to the research. After the background, the format for the 
findings is shown. The results from each interview will be presented according to this 
format. Following the interview results, there is a section with the results from the focus 
group discussions. Finally, the main results from the interviews and discussions are 
summarized. In addition, the findings from the three focus group discussions are pre-
sented.  

4.1 Background to the firm interviews  

4.1.1 J-Advertising AB  

J-Avertising AB is an advertising agency with 12 employees. It was founded 17 years 
ago and the founding couple still own and operate the company today. From the begin-
ning, it was a micro-firm and stayed so for many years until they started to earn more 
money and evolve, six to seven years ago. This led to a somewhat turbulent period with 
new people coming in and others leaving the company. Almost overburdened with 
tasks, the company is on the look-out for new employees in the near future. J-
Advertising deals with many types of advertising, but has mainly focused on printed 
matter such as; brochures, folders and catalogues. This has been due to a mix of general 
demand in the region and one of the founder’s background in printing companies. The 
general idea in the company, though, is to change this and have a more equal coverage 
between the media. Their customer base is almost exclusively regional, with the main 
part focused around Jönköping (Financial administrator of J-Advertising, interview, 
2007-05-04). 
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4.1.2 J-Accounting AB 

J-Accounting AB is an accountancy firm found in the eastern parts of Jönköping. They 
work exclusively with one of the world’s leading fast-food franchise, on a national lev-
el, providing accountancy services. These services range from help to start-up new res-
taurants, take care of salaries, income-tax statements, balancing the books and finally 
sometimes liquidations of restaurants. Through personal contact with a franchisee, the 
former owner helped one restaurant to turn around which later led to a deeper alliance. 
Ultimately, their reputation spread through the restaurant chain and more restaurants 
wanted their services. This led the company to a cross-road where they decided that in 
order to be the best, they needed to focus only on the franchise chain. The firm was 
started almost 20 years ago, but switched owners 4 years back. J-Accounting currently 
has 10 employees (Manager of J-Accounting, interview, 2007-05-10). 

4.1.3 J-Survey AB 

J-Survey AB was formed in 1986 when the two founders had finished their university 
studies. Today, they are still running the company as owners/managers, each with 50% 
ownership. With an education basis in marketing research, the founders decided to start 
a business in that area. The company started out doing research for Elmia, but their cus-
tomer base initially grew rapidly. Today, the company operates within two main areas: 
assisting in government research (e.g. asking people about governmental building 
projects) and doing research on trade fairs (e.g. helping exhibitors to improve). The lat-
ter business is growing fast and J-Survey has far along plans to grow internationally. 
Presently they are working with the four biggest fairs in Sweden; Elmia, Stock-
holmsMässan, MalmöMässan and Svenska Mässan. J-Survay currently employs 11 em-
ployees (Owner/manager of J-Survey, interview, 2007-05-25). 

4.1.4 J-Administration AB 

The company was founded in 1985, with a single owner. However, today the ownership 
is in many hands. The company has grown steadily over the years in terms of turnover 
and employees. Presently, 18 people are employed in the company. J-Administration 
has the role as the financial department in companies and thus supplies services within 
several areas such as; payroll, closing of the books, accounting and mergers. The com-
pany also works as consultant in the decision making process (Owner/manager of J-
Administration, interview, 2007-05-25). 

4.2 Interview Summaries 

The authors have chosen to structure the interview results according to four general and 
thus key questions the interview had an aim to investigate, namely: 

1. What is the general position (general attitude) the firm has towards graduates? 

2. What are the advantages and disadvantage with recruiting graduates? 

3. What skills and competences do you consider a person requires for working in 

your firm? Why are the skills you mention important? 
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4. Do graduates have these skills? 

In addition to the answers to these key questions, the results of the quantitative research 
made during the interviews will be presented. First, the interviewee was asked to re-
spond to four statements by means of stating the level of agreement or disagreement 
with the statement (i.e. where 1 is strongly agree, and 5 is strongly disagree). The state-
ments are as follows: 

1. I think employing graduates would help improve the performance of my busi-

ness. 

2. Even if I wanted to I could not afford to employ a graduate. 

3. I do not think graduates would like to work for my business. 

4. I do not need the type of skills a graduate has. 

Second, the interviewees were asked to rank what they believed to be the top ten most 
important skills needed to work in a business like the present one. The skills were cho-
sen from a list of fifteen main skills and competences which had been derived from the 
frame of reference (table). The results are presented at the end of each interview    

4.3 J-Advertising AB 

The interview with J-Advertising AB was held at the company office, in down town 
Jönköping. The interviewee was the company’s financial administrator. The length of 
the interview was almost an hour. Next, the answers to the four main questions will be 
presented. 

Attitudes Towards Graduates 

There is a slight aversion towards hiring people with many years of university studies, 
in the company. The founder himself did not study at university and feels that it is not 
always the best route to take, if one wishes to enter the profession. A focus on practical 
skills is instead found in the company. They want people who know what they are doing 
and have preferably worked with the same tasks before. However, during the years, they 
have had trainees working for several months which have almost every time led to a 
permanent employment. Nevertheless, these have also been more experienced in the 
profession rather than having a large number of points from a university education (Fi-
nancial administrator J-Advertising, interview, 2007-05-04).Nevertheless, when hiring 
is done for positions higher up, then university degrees have a certain weight. Such po-
sitions might include for instance head of projects. These positions also include a great-
er deal of customer contact, marketing and doing business so university points can be a 
help (Ibid). The reason for targeting specific graduates with specific skills is that the 
company is small and would like to remain that way for the coming years. It fears that 
by growing quickly it will lose the sense of the non-hierarchical, open and flexible small 
firm. 

When in a recruitment process, J-Advertising normally uses less formal channels to find 
the right individuals. Sometimes, people who have applied for a job before have been 
contacted, but the company mainly tries to drain a well-known pool of possible candi-
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dates. This pool is made up of familiar names, generally people who have worked in the 
sector for many years and already have a good reputation. These are preferred primarily 
for two reasons; they are easy to find and they have contacts. When working in this sec-
tor you know who is good and available at the time. It could for instance be people who 
have worked in other cities but want to return to Jönköping again. Furthermore, these 
people usually have a network of contacts which might bring in extra business to the 
company. As a graduate, this network has not been developed yet and you are just one 
out of many un-known applicants (Ibid.) 

Graduates- Advantages and Disadvantages 

When recruiting graduates, they often lack the practical ability that is needed for the 
business. Graduates have great theoretical knowledge that is useful in many aspects and 
have many new ideas. However, they must also be able to work out how to get these 
ideas to work and make use of their theories. Yet, this is mostly neglected by universi-
ties or recognized but not resolved (Ibid). Otherwise, the freshness of ideas is a great 
advantage that graduates have. As explained earlier, J-Advertising usually hires well-
known people from a limited pool of people. However, these are people who know the 
business very well and have worked with advertising for many years. Thus, they might 
be too comfortable with what they do and work according to the same line of thoughts 
all the time. However, graduates are not colored by previous constraints and are more 
eager to break the “rules” (Ibid). 

Nevertheless, even if they are fresher, they are also untested. Small firms such as J-
Advertising tend to go for safer cards; people that have been tested on the employment 
market and have a background to show. Hiring graduates is seen as a greater risk for the 
company (Ibid). 

Skills Needed to Work in the Firm 

There are many skills and talents needed for working in an advertising agency. The first 
that is mentioned is creativity, a need to look at things differently to come up with fresh 
ideas. However, in order to be creative, the person needs to have a good knowledge of 
color and form. Nevertheless, if the social competence is not adequate the other things 
become less important. The employees are working close together on many projects at 
the same time and need to function as a team. Thus, clashes can appear due to high 
workload and stressful situations if people do not have the social competence to handle 
it (Ibid). 

To further enlighten what is needed for working in the company, the interviewee was 
asked to rank the ten most important skills and competences for the company. The ten 
was chosen from a list of fifteen items. The first item on the list is the one that received 
the highest rank.  
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Ranking Skills and competences Ranking Skills and competences 

1 Creativity 6 Personality 

2 Teamwork 7 Self-management Skills 

3 Competence 8 Market Awareness 

4 Communication Skills 9 Planning Ability 

5 Reliability 10 Work Experience 

 

Graduates and the Needed Skills 

Graduates are not considered to have the necessary skills and maturity to be suitable to 
work for J-Advertising. People fresh from the university are not targeted as potential 
employees. They believe larger companies are more able to recruit graduates and have 
greater patience, while smaller firms are looking for more ready candidates for the job 
(Ibid). 

With reference to the skills mentioned as important, graduates were thought to not pos-
sess these skills to any greater extent. However, the most important skill; creativity, was 
thought be the graduates greatest asset. Yet, if the other top five skills were considered, 
graduates were thought to rank low on them. Especially the right competence for the job 
was lacking. The ability to work in teams was somewhat recognized as being a skill that 
graduates could possess, but not nowhere close to the high-powered, multi-project team-
working needed in an advertising agency. Communication skills and reliability were al-
so considered as lacking in graduates (Ibid). 

Statements 

5. I think employing graduates would help improve the performance of my business 

– 2, 

6. Even if I wanted to I could not afford to employ a graduate – 5, 

7. I do not think graduates would like to work for my business – 4, 

8. I do not need the type of skills a graduate has – 4, 

Consequently, J-Advertising thinks graduates may contribute with some interesting 
skills to improve the business and believe that these are needed in the company. Fur-
thermore, graduates are not seen as more costly than other recruits and they are also ea-
ger to work in the company. The interviewee also wanted to stress that the responses 
were more grounded in theory than in practice. For instance, even though she thought 
graduates could help the performance of the company in theory, there was no practical 
evidence supporting this (Ibid).  

4.4 J-Accounting AB 

The interview was held at the company’s office, a bit outside Jönköping center. The in-
terviewee was the manager of J-Accounting, a position shared with another manager. 
The length of the interview was just less than three quarters of an hour. Next, the an-
swers to the four main questions will be presented. 
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Attitude Towards Graduates 

The recruitment process of J-Accounting mostly goes through informal channels. It is 
normally via personal contacts, but vacancies have also been advertised and a person 
from a staffing company has been employed in the company. However, J-Accounting is 
almost overstaffed and are thus not in any hiring process (Manager of J-Accounting, in-
terview, 2007-05-10). Education is not something that is prioritized within the company. 
Competence for the job is more important. Furthermore, the tasks that are performed are 
highly standardized; they have a format of working which is followed strictly. Thus, it is 
more important for the new employee to grow in to this system. Highly educated people 
tend to be somewhat overqualified for the job (Ibid). 

There is no general opposition towards graduates in J-Accounting. If a graduate would 
want to work in the company and that person had the right competence, both social and 
practical, and qualities, then employment might occur. However, being a small compa-
ny makes J-Accounting anonymous. They hardly ever advertise for both vacancies and 
their services, and thus not many people know they exist. Therefore, they have not ex-
perienced any greater wave of applications from graduates. Furthermore, the intervie-
wee believes that even if they did know of their existence, graduates would not apply 
for work in their firm because of the virtually non-existent career possibilities. If you 
are hired by J-Accounting you will work at the same position with the same tasks as 
long as you are in the company (Ibid). 

Graduates- Advantages and Disadvantages 

Some advantages and disadvantages with hiring graduates were mentioned. Generally 
speaking, graduates have an ability to learn faster than other. J-Accounting works very 
specialized, with many American reports (stemming from the franchise chain). There-
fore, people that have worked in other accounting firms before might not be better 
suited for the job than graduates, due to the specialized system. Furthermore, graduates 
tend to have an ambition and energy that is not found in other applicants. Their fresh-
ness makes them motivated workers (Ibid). 

On the other hand, the interviewee also believed that graduates might lose this motiva-
tion fast when they start working. The life in an accounting firm is rather repetitious, 
especially in J-Accounting with their specialized system. Thus, graduates tend to be dis-
appointed and their motivation to work drop when they discover that there is no room 
for their own ideas and thoughts (Ibid).Furthermore, even though graduates might have 
the theoretical knowledge to work at J-Accounting, they often lack the practical skills 
required. The interviewee would like to see that graduates get more practical knowledge 
from their university studies. For instance, follow employees in different companies for 
a day or two to see how things are done in the real world. In addition, they could also be 
allowed to make reports using the same tools as employees (Ibid).     

Skills Needed to Work in the Firm 

Working at J-Accounting requires a certain set of skills. Having an orderly mind was 
mentioned as an important quality. This means to think logically and being able to ar-
range ones tasks according to level of importance. Furthermore, a basic financial think-
ing and knowledge is required. J-Accounting works with customers on a daily basis 
which consequently means that the social competence needs to be great. Employees 
need to be able to deal with customers as well as with each other (Ibid). 
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Below is the ranking that was chosen after the interviewee had been confronted with the 
list of the fifteen skills and competences.  

Ranking Skills and competences Ranking Skills and competences 

1 Teamwork 6 Work Experience 

2 Personality 7 Communication Skills 

3 Competence 8 Flexibility 

4 Reliability 9 IT Competence 

5 Motivational Skills 10 Market Awareness 

 

Graduates and the Needed Skills 

It was recognized during the interview that graduates very well could posses the skills 
and competences needed for working in J-Accounting. Among the top five items on the 
list, at least four are skills that graduates can have. However, this varies much from in-
dividual to individual. The skills mentioned are more likely to have evolved from per-
sonal experience not connected to university studies. Yet, it was also recognized that 
university studies can nurture and enhance these skills so to make the graduate more 
ready for the working life (Ibid). 

Statements 

9. I think employing graduates would help improve the performance of my business 

– 4, 

10. Even if I wanted to I could not afford to employ a graduate – 5, 

11. I do not think graduates would like to work for my business – 5, 

12. I do not need the type of skills a graduate has – 3, 

To clarify the results of the statements; J-Accounting does not believe that graduates 
would help improve the business, but is indecisive if graduates has the appropriate skills 
or not. However, they don’t believe the costs of hiring and training graduates is too high 
and graduates are interested in working for their company (Ibid). 

4.5 J-Survey AB 

The interview was held at the company office in the very center of Jönköping. The in-
terviewee was one of the two owner/managers. The length of the interview was slightly 
more than an hour. Next, the answers to the four main questions will be presented. 

Attitude Towards Graduates 

J-Survey is a growing company, both in terms of employees and turnover. However, 
they have chosen to focus on their two main businesses, their core, and not grow in 
terms of functions and departments. For instance, if accountancy tasks need to be done, 
rather than hire people they will buy those services elsewhere (Owner/manager of J-
Survey, interview, 2007-05-25).Currently, J-Survey is looking to hire a new assistant 
for projects. This recruitment process is done through multiple channels, e.g. Ar-
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betsförmedlingen and advertisements. University degrees are not a requirement for low-
er positions, but higher up the ladder degrees are a requirement. The founders them-
selves have a background from the Jönköping University and they believe such studies 
are good for the personal development. Because of this, J-Survey has employed gra-
duates fresh from university previously (Ibid). There is a great interest from graduates to 
work in the company. When J-Survey has advertised a vacancy they have received a 
huge response from graduates. The interviewee believes that this depends mostly be-
cause they are one of few market research companies in the region (Ibid). 

Graduates- Advantages and Disadvantages 

J-Survey has recognized a number of advantages and disadvantages with employing 
graduates. One disadvantage graduates have is their high ambition. Graduates fresh 
from university usually want to show what they can do and excel at their tasks. There-
fore, they tend to perform too well. In the business J-Survey is in, customers pay for 
jobs to be done but not until perfection. It is a balance between time and money that 
needs to be managed. Graduates have difficulties to find an adequate level of perfor-
mance. Furthermore, graduates tend to want to solve problems differently and look upon 
new tasks with innovative eyes. Nevertheless, what J-Survey wants is standardized re-
ports and not new formats each time. Graduates have trouble adapting to this as well. 
Finally, because of the aforementioned situations in the company, graduates can get 
bored of their job. Sometimes, they are too qualified to work for the company and will 
eventually leave for a more challenging profession. This presents a risk for J-Survey 
when they hire a graduate (Ibid). However, graduates also carry positive aspects to the 
firm. They usually have a motivation and enthusiasm to work as well as a curiosity that 
makes them fast learners (Ibid). 

Skills Needed to Work in the Firm 

Attitude was seen as the one of the most important qualities of a potential employee. 
Without the right attitude towards work, you will not be hired even if you have excellent 
competences. Depending on the job, other abilities are also important. For a head of 
projects, for instance, analytical ability is highly rated as well as being able to present 
your results in an orderly and pedagogical manner. Social competence is also essential. 
Furthermore, adaptability is important as you have to work with many different kinds of 
sectors and industries. For lower positions, thoroughness, calculative skills and logical 
thinking is more important (Ibid). 

Presented below is the ranking of the ten most important skills and competences needed 
for working in the company.   

Ranking Skills and competences Ranking Skills and competences 

1 Competence 6 Intellectual Skills 

2 Motivational Skills 7 Planning Ability 

3 Teamwork 8 Flexibility 

4 Personality 9 Market Awareness 

5 Reliability 10 Creativity 
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Graduates and the Needed Skills 

All new employees receive a great deal of training, regardless of background. The inter-
viewee also states that graduates need neither less nor more training than others. Thus, 
the competence for working in the company is built during this training period. Never-
theless, fundamental competences are of course necessary. The other four skills quali-
ties among the top five are often found to be high in graduates. They often have a posi-
tive and open personality, which suits J-Survey very good. Team-working is often well 
developed after university studies and graduates can be trusted with important tasks 
which will be carried out with a lot of effort put into it (Ibid). Nevertheless, to further 
prepare graduates for working at J-Survey, the interviewee feels that graduates would 
benefit greatly from more practice in their studies. They should be allowed to visit com-
panies and look at how they work more often. Furthermore, they could also benefit from 
testing different careers (Ibid). 

Statements 

13. I think employing graduates would help improve the performance of my business 

– 2, 

14. Even if I wanted to I could not afford to employ a graduate – 4, 

15. I do not think graduates would like to work for my business – 5, 

16. I do not need the type of skills a graduate has – 5, 

The answers are clear; J-Survey is highly positive to graduates. They do not think they 
are too costly to hire and will add skills and competences which are also highly valued 
in the company. Furthermore, graduates are very interested in working for the company 
(Ibid). 

4.6 J- Administration AB 

The interview took place at the company’s office, in the vicinity of Jönköping Universi-
ty. The interviewee was the owner/manager. The interview’s length was approximately 
forty-five minutes. Next, are the results of the four main questions.  

Attitude Towards Graduates 

The recruitment process of J-Administration is mainly done via traditional means. Ad-
vertising, Arbetsförmedlingen and recruitment companies are regular ways to find em-
ployees. Educated people are very important for J-Administration, university degrees 
are highly valued. However, there is reluctance in the company towards hiring gra-
duates. The company is only interested in hiring knowledgeable people that have 
worked in the sector for several years. They believe that the pace is too high and the 
burden of tasks too great for fresh graduates to bear. The change from studies directly to 
work would be too abrupt for graduates to handle (Owner/manager of J-Administration, 
interview, 2007-05-25).  

Despite of the low probability that a graduate will get hired, there is still a big interest 
from graduates. J-Administration has to deal with new applications almost on a daily 
basis. Of course many of these are turned down at once (Ibid). If a graduate wants to be 
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hired though, they need to apply for very specific positions. They should have had a 
much focused education, directed towards a specific position. The manager of J-
Administration feels that they could have more to offer in contrast to the more broadly 
educated graduate economist (Ibid.).  

Graduates- Advantages and Disadvantages 

Hiring graduates is coupled with some risk as they are untested on the employment 
market. What can look like a promising candidate on paper might be unsuitable for the 
job in reality. Also, J-Administration does not have the time to test these candidates. For 
the company, which deals a lot with customer contact, it is important to portray an im-
age of competence and extraordinary abilities. This is imperative in order to gain the 
customers trust and get them to open up. Relying on untested graduates to take part in 
these crucial relationships is not favorable (Ibid). 

A lack of experience was also seen as a big disadvantage for graduates. The experience 
is important to have in order to be able to deal with all new situations that occur. It was 
recognized that graduates are able to learn fast, but is not enough according to J-
Administration. To become a full member of the staff you should have at least a couple 
of years of working experience. Only then can you be ready for the different tasks that 
the job presents. However, no matter the work experience you will still need training. 
The manager sees no difference in training time between a graduate and a “normal” ap-
plicant (Ibid). 

However, graduates usually have good social competence, being able to deal both with 
customers and other employees. It is an advantage because they are easily transferred to 
different groups and teams to work together and towards the customer. If employees 
shall stay long in a company, they need this social competence as it ensures a friction-
less long-term relationship (Ibid.). 

Skills Needed to Work in the Firm 

The company is always on the lookout for competent and skillful people. Competence is 
primarily important. If the applicant does not have the right competence, it does not 
matter if the personality is right or any other quality is good. High motivation to work is 
necessary, as employees should feel happy to work hard and honest. It is important be-
cause customers can see if you are not happy with working and interpret it as the em-
ployee is not putting all effort into the task. Moreover, an easygoing personality is 
needed. However, several years of work experience where your competence really has 
been tested weighs heavily. The social competence is also important for the applicant. 
Employees need to work closely with each other as well as with customers. To function 
as apart of a team is crucial for a successful employment at J-Administration. Finally, 
adaptability was mentioned. To be flexible and adapt to customers’ needs is necessary 
(Ibid). 
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The results of the ranking closely correspond to what was said previously.  

Ranking Skills and competences Ranking Skills and competences 

1 Competence 6 Reliability 

2 Teamwork 7 Communication skills 

3 Work Experience 8 Planning ability 

4 Motivational 9 Flexibility 

5 Personality 10 IT competence 

 

Graduates and the Needed Skills 

Graduates are not seen to posses the mentioned skills to any greater extent. Personality 
is one of the five top skills mentioned, and of course graduates can have a suitable per-
sonality and maturity that would enable them to work in the company. However, the 
other skills that ranked high was not perceived as something graduates have. Especially 
competence and work experience are skills and competences that graduates have not 
been able to obtain during their university studies. Motivation for work however is one 
quality that graduates have. Graduates are eager to work and put a lot of effort into the 
job. They are seen as loyal to their tasks and have a thoroughness that is appreciated (Ib-
id). J-Administration mentions practical experience from working close with companies 
during the graduate education as a method for better preparing them for the working 
life. However, real life working experience is the only thing that can prepare the appli-
cant for working in J-Administration (Ibid). 

Statements 

17. I think employing graduates would help improve the performance of my business 

– 3, 

18. Even if I wanted to I could not afford to employ a graduate – 5, 

19. I do not think graduates would like to work for my business – 5, 

20. I do not need the type of skills a graduate has – 5, 

It could not be decided if employed graduates would improve the business or not. Some 
advantages were found but also some disadvantages. The skills that graduates do have 
are not useless for the company, everything counts, but there are many skills that are 
more important. Furthermore, graduates are believed to be eager to work for the compa-
ny and J-Administrations see no obstacles regarding cost to hire them (Ibid). 

4.7 Business graduate focus groups 

When conducting focus group discussion it is vital that everyone are allowed to voice 
their opinions, whether they diverge from the general view or not. The aim is not create 
consensus around a certain topic, but instead to explore different viewpoints and how 
they are greeted by others. Thus, the results presented below are a representation of 
what was said during the discussion with the most important views included. However, 
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when a view was met with general resistance or consensus, this will be mentioned as it 
gives the reader an idea of in which direction the discussion was swaying. 

Firstly, the participants were asked about their general view about small firms. Most 
participants seemed to agree that working in a small business is a good starting point. 
When you have developed better skills and competences you can move on to a bigger 
company for a career. Just lack of career possibilities was also something that was men-
tioned about small firms. Some of the participants were however not interested in mak-
ing a career and liked small firms better for their familiar atmosphere. Those how still 
wanted a career agreed that the tight-knit situation in a small firm also had its merits. 
One participant made a comment about the greater responsibility you have in small 
firms. In a small firm you are one of a few while in a large firm you are one of many. 
Another participant filled in and said that with greater responsibility you can evolve as 
an individual develop new skills and gain more experiences. Most people seemed to 
agree with this, even if a few voiced the opinion that with great responsibility comes 
great pressure, which is not always so beneficial (Participants, focus group discussion, 
2007-05-17, 2007-05-18). 

Secondly, the participants were asked if could consider working in a small firm after 
they had graduated. The groups were rather divided in the matter, with a tendency to-
wards not wanting to work in a small firm. If someone wanted to work in a small firm, 
they still stated that certain conditions must be present in the firm. For example, one 
participant had worked in small firm with a corporate culture that did not fit with him. 
Thus, he stressed the importance of the firm having the “right” culture. Interesting 
products were also mentioned as a condition. Others commented that they could consid-
er working in a small firm if the job was challenging enough and you could make use of 
your skills.  

However, some people voiced the opinion that it is not challenging to work in small 
firms and that business graduates are overqualified for such firms. This was met with 
some resistance, but generally people agreed when someone brought forward the opi-
nion that business graduates are not educated to work at small firms; they have been 
given the tools of the large companies instead. Furthermore, students are not given 
enough information about small firms. One person in one of the groups argued that you 
have greater power when you work in a small firm, you can play a bigger role in its de-
velopment. However, others argued that small firms are too anonymous and that work-
ing in large companies is coupled with higher status. Another participant went back to 
the argument about too much responsibility and pressure in small firms, and stated that 
medium-sized firms are better. They are not too big neither too small. This statement 
was met with many affirmative nods from the discussion group (Ibid). 

Thirdly, the participants were asked what advantages and disadvantages with working in 
a small firm there could be. The first thing that came to peoples’ minds were the good 
interaction between employees, which creates the tight atmosphere which was discussed 
earlier. Linked to this was the notion that it was easier to get a hold of the boss, which in 
other groups was mentioned as a certain informality in the firm. Also here participants 
commented on the low status that a small firm employment has and that the career pos-
sibilities are low, especially the chance for an international career. Less training for the 
job was mentioned as a disadvantage. This was believed to be due to the fact that small 
firms do not have the resources to invest in you as a large company would.  
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However, it was also argued that due to lesser resources, small firms have greater pa-
tience with their employees as they take a risk in hiring someone. Therefore, you are 
more important, as an employee, for a small firm than for a large firm. Furthermore, as 
an employee in a small firm, it was believed that you would have a greater freedom to 
develop your own ideas. Another participant remarked that small firms use more infor-
mal channels to find employees than larger firms, e.g. finding employees through per-
sonal contacts. This was believed to make it harder for graduates to be hired by a small 
firm. When discussing the advantages and disadvantages in the different groups, most 
people agreed to all the points made. None found one of the advantages to be a disad-
vantage instead, so the consensus was great in this matter (Ibid). 

Fourthly, the participants were asked what could be done to encourage students to work 
in small businesses. Some of the comments were made in all of the groups. That stu-
dents should have more practical elements in their education was such a comment. Gra-
duates generally felt that they had no tangible skills they could present for employers 
and that an increased practical education could correct this. Furthermore, information 
about small firms should be presented in more courses to raise the awareness of small 
firm issues. Some comments were restricted to only one group. One graduate argued 
that inviting more small firm managers to come and talk about their business, preferably 
in relation to a particular course, could be a positive thing. Moreover, courses could 
present theories and cases more suitable for small firms as well as allowing for more ef-
fective and challenging projects between students small firms. 

Finally, the participants were asked to name what skills they as business graduates have 
when looking for employment. Having been educated with the new ideas was men-
tioned. Graduates possess a ‘freshness’ that is needed in companies in order for them to 
develop. Furthermore, graduates bring a broader view to the table, an international out-
look. Being able to learn fast and having an analytical ability was also emphasized as 
important business graduate skills (Ibid). 

4.8 Summary of the Combined Results 

Ranking by Small Firms in the Business and Financial sectors 

Ranking Skills and competences Mean 

1 Competence 1.67 

2 

Teamwork – working with 

others  2 

3 Personality             4.25 

4 Reliability 5 

5 

Motivational – Motivate to 

work         5.5 

6 Communication skills  7.25 

7 Creativity 8.33 

7 Planning ability 8.75 

8 Work Experience  9 

9 Flexibility – Adaptive 9 

10 Market awareness – Innovative  9.5 
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The interviews marked several important skills. Teamwork seemed the most important 
as it was found in the top 3 of all the interviews. Personality seemed to be fairly impor-
tant for all the firms. Second comes flexibility. Reliability was found to be ranked in the 
middle 

Market awareness (being opportunistic) was found to be at the bottom of the ranks for 
all the interviews. IT competence was only mentioned by one firm and thus ranked low, 
pointing to the evidence that IT competence is not a key skills small business firms look 
towards to. 

Intellectual skills, self management skills and IT skills were ranked very low, while or-
ganizational skills were not mentioned at all by the four firms. 

Ranking by Business graduates 

Ranking Skills and competences Mean 

1 Communication skills 4.86 

2 Competence 5.14 

3 Motivational skills 5.34 

4 Self-management skills 5.86 

5 Intellectual skills 5.94 

6 Teamwork 6.34 

7 Personality 6.4 

8 Creativity 7.13 

9 Flexibility – adaptive 7.74 

10 Reliability 7.8 

 

Fifteen of business graduates that participated in the focus groups (three in total) ex-
pressed that communication, competence, motivation, self management and intellectual 
skills as the most important skills for working in small business firms. 

Work experience could rank just outside the top 10 ranking, while panning, market 
awareness, organizational skills and IT competence did not receive a well position on 
average in the total rankings by business graduates, and obviously were out of the top 
ten rankings. 
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5 Analysis  

This section analyzes the collected data of both methodological segments adopted, the 
interview with four small firms in the business sector and the three small focus groups 
consisting of business undergraduates, all taking place in Jönköping. For the most part 
the former and latter analyses provide for spontaneous and non-instigated responses 
that gives hints at the recruitment process and perception of firms respectively gra-
duates. For the other part the analysis concludes with the small firms most important 
expected skills and graduates skills choice, looking for a skills gap or skills match.   

5.1 Recruitment perceptions 

General attitude 

No general attitude common for the four companies could be found; J-Advertising and 
J-Administration had an aversion towards hiring graduates fresh out of school, while J-
Accounting had a more indifferent stance and J-Survey was highly favorable towards 
graduates. Education is seen by all companies as something positive, but for the most 
part not the main reason for hiring. Instead, all companies valued practical abilities 
more than theoretical thinking. However, this practicality was not believed to be found 
in graduates.  

However, thanks to the focus group knowledge business graduates mentioned several of 
the practical skills in their ranking. 

J-Advertising had a slight aversion towards graduates. How can this be explained? The 
most obvious answer lies within the sector which the company works. Even though ad-
vertising agencies are looking for people that are innovative and they primary search for 
people that can express themselves in ‘color and form’. Practicality is equally important 
as innovativeness; you can not work in an advertising agency without having both of 
these. In other words, graduates are able to come up with great ideas but unable to ex-
press these in a way to get them sold. Consequently, a lack of practicality can partially 
explain the aversion towards graduates.  

However, company culture also plays a role here. The founders of J-Advertising had no 
formal education at all and had to learn the hard way, through trial and error. It is a pos-
sibility that the way the founders took to enter the business has an impact today on the 
hiring policies of the company. The financial administrator that was interviewed even 
said that the founder had made negative remarks concerning the value of university stu-
dies. A parallel can be drawn with J-Survey. In that company the conditions were quite 
the opposite, the founders had many years of university studies behind them and had ac-
tively participated in the student life. University studies were something that was talked 
about as being fun and an experience for life. Sure enough, the company had an open 
atmosphere towards graduates and regularly hired them ‘fresh’ from the university.  

For the other two companies, the connection is similar yet not as clear as in the first two 
cases. J-Accounting changed managers a few years back and it is not clear whether their 
management has had an effect on the company yet in terms of recruitment policy. How-
ever, they have a background in university studies. The indifference towards graduates 
probably stems from a mixture of their background and the current anonymous situation 
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for the company. If more graduates would apply for work in their company they would 
likely hire more of them. Finally, in the J-Administration interview the background of 
the founder was not discussed to any greater extent. However, it was clear that universi-
ty studies were not part of that background and that hired people had several years of 
work experience prior to their employment in the company. Thus founders background, 
which is part of the corporate culture, seems to be a factor when determining if a com-
pany has favorable attitude towards graduates or not.  

Advantages and disadvantages 

What was common for all firms in the study was the obvious enthusiasm that graduates 
‘fresh from university’ can bring to the company, in the form of novelty of ideas, high 
ambition and energy as well as a social competence that enables them to be fast learners 
and easily integrate themselves into the company. These results seem to generally agree 
with the findings of Owen and Williams (1997). However, a number of disadvantages 
with graduates was also mentioned; risks of hiring are big as graduates are untested on 
the market, they have a low practical ability and a lack of experience. Furthermore, gra-
duates can be too overqualified, which might result in a rapidly decreasing motivation 
for work. These are the general comments made by the firms concerning advantages and 
disadvantages of graduates. What are the reasons for naming these issues?  

J-Administration mentions the risks with hiring graduates and the lack of experience 
they have as disadvantages, but also recommend them for their good social competence. 
There are risks with hiring graduates that cannot be neglected. But it is equally true that 
graduates can provide firms with new opportunities as well. There is nothing in this 
study that suggests that the performance of the firm should be negatively affected when 
hiring graduates. The comments about the lack of work experience and good social 
competence also fits in with findings of Owen and Williams (1997). When training was 
mentioned in the interviews, it was said that length of training did not change whether it 
was a graduate or a non-graduate, which confirms the conclusions made by Owen and 
Williams (1997).  

Recruitment perception of small business firms on the usefulness of business graduates 
showed some positive results. Four interesting results are witnessed: 

� Small firms moderately to strongly think that employing graduates would improve 
business performance; 

� Small firms do not believe they lack the resources (finances) to employ a business 
graduate; 

� Small firms strongly believe that graduates are interested in working for them; 

� Small firms find the skills graduates offer to be significant for their business opera-
tion.  

The first statement simply confirms the positive view small firms have of business gra-
duates. Such a strong view from the sample spells out for optimistic view small firms 
have of business graduates. 

The second statement coupled with graduates (focus group results) not mentioning that 
small firms do not pay well or provide solid salaries as the disadvantages of being em-
ployed in small firms is quite significant because previous research has been inclined to 
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lay claim to poor financial compensation as a deterring factor in graduate employment 
in small firms (Owen & Williams, 1997). Previous research weighing strongly on salary 
compensation as to why graduates do not choose small firms might be an exception in 
the Swedish case. The cost factor of employing a graduate is usually considered to be 
higher than a non-graduate, according to previous studies, however, surprisingly neither 
business graduates in the focus group or small business firms, as you can see here, men-
tioned this factor. Maybe the explanation lies within the Swedish culture and the influ-
ence of its social democratic politics and welfare system which has shaped the way the 
Swedish doctrine looks like today. What ever the reason might be, this inclination that 
small firm’s finances do not hinder them from recruiting business graduates is an impor-
tant finding that can help us do away with this cause as to why there might be a skills 
gap. 

The third statement according to the numerical answers provided to the statement if 
graduates are interested in working for them, as a small firm, there is strong belief that 
graduates would like to work there. If this is based upon the recognition of the tough 
employment market conditions is not clear. However, it is likely that more graduates are 
targeting smaller firms nowadays when there is a big graduate unemployment. Another 
side of the story is also that managers would like to believe that they manage an attrac-
tive working place. This statement too including the two previous, brings optimism into 
this topic, letting us know that the business graduates and small firms relationships and 
perspectives are not so bad.  

The fourth statement is indeed a interesting one as it asks and answeres one of our main 
research questions from the point of view of small business, subjective as it may be it 
purpose that the skills graduates offer are significant for small business. Although such 
a subjective measure might not provide concrete results it definitely provides some clue 
at what is coming for our objective presentation of results.  

What differs here, is, unlike Pittaway and Thedham’s similar analysis of the hotel and 
restaurant sectors, they found no conclusive evidence to any of these statements. Even 
though our research sample is much lower, this evidence gives us a partial view of the 
reality, and the reality we are seeing here points to that small business firms do find 
graduates to be very useful and thus can confirm somewhat that business graduates 
skills are appreciated and could be used. Maybe it is not so much that small business are 
not interested in graduates, its because of their limited recruitment strategies that they 
fail to find the ‘right’ skills, that is to, the right business graduates (McLarty, 2005).  

However, what the interviews tell us is that recruitment of graduates is dependent on 
two primary factors, namely: Is the firm growing? & for what purpose do I (as a em-
ployer) need a graduate (i.e. for a specific job post or general work requirement)? It is 
very important to notice that the skills requirements largely depend on the position the 
small firm is offering.  

There have been several claims from most firms in our research, supported by Owen 
and Williams research, that in order to recruit graduates the only means to do that is by 
letting the firm grow. Another respondent confirmed this, however, they claimed they 
were not necessarily interested in growing in their staff composition as they liked to re-
main small. This may be a major hindrance to prospective business graduates when try-
ing to enter the small firm labor market. However this is despite Owen and Williams 
UK analysis that this is one of the sectors that is growing the fastest. 
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The second issue, apparent in most of the interviews is that,  is when the firm consider 
getting a graduate employed, the implications of skills preference differs whether the 
graduate is offered a job post or a general managerial position. For a specific post, spe-
cific expert skills like competence and other business skills, which usually come with a 
business degree, are required. All firms noted done that they were inclined to getting 
graduates in to specific posts which can be confirmed by Owen and Williams, which in 
particularly find small firms apt to this.  

5.2 Skills gap or a skills match? 

The two lists are compared here and connected to visually attempt to display if there is 
an obvious skills gap. 

 

Ranking Business Graduates   Small Business Firms  

1 Communication skills Competence 

2 Competence Teamwork – working with others  

3 Motivational skills Personality             

4 Self-management skills Reliability 

5 Intellectual skills Motivational – Motivate to work         

6 Teamwork 

 

Communication skills  

7 Personality Creativity 

8 Creativity 

 

Planning ability 

9 Flexibility – adaptive Work Experience  

10 Reliability Flexibility – Adaptive 

 

 

 

 

The highest degree of a prevailing skills match belongs to two skills (in blue arrow) 
Competence and Motivation, while the second degree of match (in green arrow) is seen 
in Teamwork and Communication skills. If there is some kind of match, it is within 
these skills that we would concentrate upon. The other skills that have less significance, 
but still play a role amongst the two parties are:  

Creativity 

When it comes to creativity, there was a similar opinion that is to say that it was ranked 
as fairly mediocre (not the most important nor the least important) for both graduates 
and small firms, both ranking it 8th and 7th respectively.  
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Flexibility 

Flexibility was ranked at the bottom by both respondents, however, small firm expecta-
tion match graduates perceptions, being on the 9th respectively 10th ranked. 

Reliability 

There was a major discrepancy in the ranking for reliability. Small firm regarded it 4th 
most important while business graduates placed it only on 10th position. This result is 
very important as their might be major implications for graduate recruitment when gra-
duates put less weight on the level of trustworthiness and reliability when it comes to 
work, while small firm are reasonably concerned about this. Suggestion: graduates need 
to think more of reliability. 

Planning 

More emphasis on business graduates owing to improving their planning skills is 
stressed by firm expecations for it. Although they do not rank it high (7th) graduates do 
not include it in the top 10 ranking.  

Work Experience? 

Work experience is ranked very low by small firms and not at all included in the top 10 
ranking by graduates. This is a very important observation, since we have seen that in 
Sweden large-firm employer’s rank prior experience over other skills (Swedish National 
Television, 2007). This confirms the fact that small firms are very different in their re-
quirements for skills that to larger firms, which also McLarty’s results confirm. 

However, the only interview respondent that ranked work experience high was also the 
firm that was least interested in recruiting graduates. Owen and Williams research con-
firms this that those small firms not considering very much to recruit graduates place 
prior work experience fairly up in their skills requirement. 

So, is there a skills gap or skills match? 

In general a direct skills gap or direct skills match cannot be found. We cannot deny the 
existence of skills gap but at the same time we cannot claim that there is a clear match-
ing of skills on display. There are a few skills that strongly match, among them are 
competence, motivation, communication and teamwork. 

What is more, the single most significant finding in our research is the confirmation 
with a fair degree of certainty, the importance of practical or ‘doing’ skills, although not 
in the sense that we will reject or ignore the significance of other important individual 
skills like personality. The results points out to that for both graduates and small firms 
four out of five practical skills were mentioned in the top 5. Competence and motivation 
served as the top two practical skills while communication and teamwork coming right 
after them. All the above mentioned skills are mentioned by Väärälä (1995) as doing 
skills. This tells us that skills match is uncertain between individual skills, but when we 
look at the categorization of the skills list in terms of those that are practical in nature 
and does that are not we can conclude that both graduates and small firms have match-
ing practical skills. 
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6 Conclusions 

We cannot confirm with great deal of confidence that there is actually a skills gap or 
skills match. The evidence is inconclusive. However, it is certain if we categorize the 
skills in order of those that are practical (doing skills) against the rest, with less practical 
application, we find a representation of the ‘real’ skills match between Jönköping’s 
business graduates and small business firms. This means that graduates and small firms 
tend to rate equally the importance of practical skills. This is an important conclusion 
for previous research has show that actually its these skills that work best in the small 
environment setting. This tells us that in the future maybe the provision and attention 
aimed at these skills should be provided when designing education programs for under-
graduate business students. 

Other results dissimilar to the mainstream research show that small business firms’ fin-
ances (usually seen as meager relative to larger firms) have no or low significance on 
recruitment of business graduates in Sweden. Due to this we can withhold theories that 
lay claim that SMEs are reluctant to recruit graduates because of their lack of finances 
or at least we can provide evidence that in the small firm business sector, finances have 
no or low impact on graduate recruitment. 

Our results point to that an important distinction should be made when graduate re-
cruitment is carried out in a small firm. Namely, the skills demand/preference of the 
small business is affected and thus varies by whether the firm is recruiting graduates to 
a specific job post or recruiting to general managerial work. The results hint to that the 
specific job post requires skills that directly help or affect the business a graduate will 
work in, meaning that the graduate needs high in specific job related skills that will 
quickly give results to the firm. It can be assumed that this is more suitable for a more 
experienced graduate or non-graduate that has worked in this field, or highly specialized 
graduate in a specific task that may help the firm immediately e.g. graphic designer for 
an advertising agency. This may or may not be directly related to the strong relationship 
of practical skills between business graduates and small business firms. 

It can proposed that for future reference when doing this type of research the skills ap-
proach can be separated to analyze both skill requirements on the part of small firms as 
well as delve deeper into analyzing how the practical skills can be applied to equip stu-
dents better for the small firm business environment. 

 

6.1 Discussion 

Perhaps a solution to improving graduate recruitment in small firms would be to en-
hance the already knitted links between business and the university in Jönköping. De-
signing schemes such as the host-company and project based programs more authentic 
and effective, in addition, to providing a comprehensive network between these two in-
stitutions would instigate more experience amongst the graduates and better chances for 
working for small business firms. Keeping records not only on a university-to-business 
sector level, but also creating databases for regional areas trying to balance the supply 
and demand issues between the relevant parties such as small firms in the business sec-
tors, students and higher education institutions. 
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The results we received can be very helpful for business schools program and course 
scheme amendments and improvements. Further research can go more in-depth to solv-
ing the apparent problems of particular graduate degree holders which are in a more dis-
advantageous position (relative to business students) like the arts student. Helping to 
pinpoint which skills employers expect from them and if this matches their thoughts and 
abilities − that is to say to try to figure out what skills are necessary for these graduates 
to possess in order to penetrate their relevant sectors where their employment propensity 
is very low.  

Our main research drawback is that most of the figures we use are derived from the UK, 
however, we breathe a sigh of relief as there are tendencies in Sweden to follow in the 
academically and in policy terms in the footsteps of the UK (Personal communication, 
Helen Anderson, 2007-03-23) 
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